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The 
Pacsafe®

Original

We believe in the spirit of adventure. Getting off the 
beaten track and heading down the back alleys, free to 
explore possibilities and opportunities. But to tear up the 
map, to be spontaneous and to suck the marrow out of 

of security that only comes with knowing you have the 
right gear to outsmart the threats that may lay in wait. 

Let’s face it, nobody likes getting ripped off. We 
hate it and it’s not just ‘part of the experience’. 
Having your gear stolen when travelling affects 
your personal security. Ever been stuck in 
a foreign country without any money or a 
passport? We have and trust us, fun isn’t a 
word that springs to mind. That’s why we’re 
dedicated to creating smart new ways to keep 
your gear secure. 

Think you’re safe in a busy café in Rome? Think 
again. Opportunistic thieves are everywhere 
and aren’t just hiding around Las Ramblas, 
Barcelona or on the trains of Southern India. So 
keeping an eye on your stuff, or simply being 
extra alert and cautious just isn’t enough. After 
all, why should you have to spend your holiday 
and adventure worrying about your gear? Travel 
should be about freedom. About feeling safe 
out on the road less travelled.  

The truth is, we’re independent souls at heart.  
It’s that sense of freedom that courses through 
our veins and it’s the itch we feel, when we’re 
chained to a desk too long. That’s why we’re 
founded on travel and escape whenever we 
can. This is and never will be a job to us, it’s our 
passion. It’s in our blood. Yet wherever we go 
in the world, we listen and we learn from you. 
Real travellers, with real stories and very real 
experiences. 

Hey, it’s no coincidence our logo’s a turtle. 
It’s what inspired us to begin with. With his 
protective armour he can wander the globe safe 
and sound. No inhibitions and no holding back. 
Like him, when your gear’s secure, you can do 
more.

Rob Schlipper
CEO

Magnus McGlashan
Managing Director

Smart travel gear

Pacsafe® Turtle Fund

We haven’t forgotten our roots. Initially inspired by the 
turtle and its independent global wanderings, we believe 
in sustainability and doing everything we can to work 
with local communities at a grass-roots level to ensure 
that the sea turtle doesn’t become the next Dodo.  By 
outsmarting the threats they face, we’ll help protect their 
natural habitats, focus on breeding programmes and 
raise awareness.

outsmart thieves, 
bag snatchers & bag slashers

anti-theft backpack 
& bag protector

anti-theft features: 
Smart eXomesh® cage system, locks closed and 
locks to fixture. 
See page 56 for more details.
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Pacsafe® stands behind its 
materials and workmanship 
unconditionally by providing a 
5 year warranty from the date 
of purchase on all Pacsafe® 
products, protecting them 
against malfunction or defect.



pickpockets
new puncture resistant ToughZip™,    
smart zipper security™ and smart flap hooks

Smart zippers fasten to concealed clips making it harder for 
pickpockets to unzip and whip out your valuables. Our smart flap 
hooks™ also slide and lock bag flaps into place and prevent sticky 
fingers from simply lifting the flap up and taking what they want, 
whilst our new puncture resistant ToughZip™ protects luggage 
against forced entry with a ballpoint pen or similar object.  

strap slashers
slashproof straps

Flexible, lightweight, stainless steel wire is integrated into our adjustable 
Carrysafe® straps making it invisible to the eye, yet very effective at 
preventing bag slashers from slicing through and running off with 
your gear. Our wallets also keep valuables secure with a low profile 
slashproof metal chain.    

gear thieves
360º eXomesh® locking system

Our patented, flexible, stainless steel wire mesh comes in two forms 
-  It can either be thrown externally over backpacks and bags, or it’s 
laminated between the fabric to form a stealth-like portable safe. Both 
can be locked closed to form a 360º slashproof protective cell which 
locks to a secure fixture.     

bag slashers
eXomesh® slashguards 

Slashers often like to target exposed side and bottom panels of bags, 
which cause valuables to fall out and in to the palm of their hands. Our 
lightweight slashguards are built into and concealed in these vulnerable 
areas, protecting your gear from a quick slash-and-run theft. Our new 
eXomesh® protection in our luggage extends the full length of the 
bag protecting your gear from opportunistic theft or if it’s snagged by a 
conveyor belt or luggage handlers.      

bag snatchers
dual release security buckle, turn & lock security hooks™ 
and smart clips & locks

These cleverly integrated and easy to use devices keep an eye on your 
gear, when you can’t. Attached to our Carrysafe® straps and chains are 
our innovative Turn & Lock hooks™ or dual release security buckles 
which allow you to detach the bag strap, wrap it around a secure fixture  
and lock it in place to prevent snatch-and-grab theft.

identity thieves
RFIDsafe™ blocking material

Most passports, credit cards and ID cards now contain a RFID 
micro-chip. This chip contains all your personal, sensitive information. 
Identity thieves are able to access this information from up to 10ft 
away with the help of an RFID reader. Our award-winning RFIDsafe™ 
blocking material prevents your data from falling into the wrong hands 
by blocking out virtually all transmissions (blocks radio frequencies  
between 10 MHz - 3 GHz). 

pickpockets

smart 
anti-theft
technology™

Jacek Palkiewicz
 

Traveller. Explorer. Reporter. 
Pacsafe ambassador 

1975

1982

1989

1994

1996

2001

2002

2007

2009

2010

crossed Atlantic alone 
in lifeboat 

established Survival
School

lead the "The Cool 
Pole" expedition to 
coldest place in Siberia 
(-72°C)
lead the Cosmonauts 
International Ecological 
Mission in Siberia

discovered source 
& birthplace of the 
Amazon

expedition to Mekong, 
Vietnam birthplace

embarked on the hunt 
for El Dorado

set up Survival School 
in Vietnam

expedition to Korowai’s 
stone-age world
expedition to 
Patagonia

At the heart of every innovative Pacsafe® 
product is one clear purpose. To help you 
outsmart threats - the pickpockets, the bag 
slashers, the bag snatchers and those sneaky, 
opportunistic thieves. We keep you one step 
ahead of the game by keeping your gear 
secure.

In order to create products that achieve this, 
we have developed a wide range of innovative 
devices, methods and unique systems that 
put you in control. Designed for travellers, by 
travellers. Engineered and tested to stand up 
to the rigors of real adventure travel, and yet 
simple enough for everyday use. 

At the heart of most, if not all of our products 
is what we call our eXomesh® system. It’s our 
original patented wire mesh design. Inspired 
by backpackers in South America who used 
chicken wire and wrapped it around their 
bags to protect their gear, our 360° eXomesh® 

locking system now takes this further and uses 
a lightweight, flexible, high-tensile stainless 
steel wire and heavy duty locking cable with a 
patented locking device to create a slashproof 
protective cell. Better yet, it locks to a secure 
fixture so you can strap it down safe while you 
get on with your adventure. 

As leaders in anti-theft technology, we weren't 
just content to leave it there. We’ve pushed our 
technology further with a range of smart anti-
theft devices such as our discreet eXomesh® 
fused nylon slashguards, slashproof straps & 
guards, award-winning RFIDsafe™ blocking 
material,  as well as smart Turn & Lock security 
hooks™, buckles, clips, locks and a puncture 
resistant ToughZip™ that keeps unwanted 
hands off and out of your bag. 

Our smart features create additional barriers for 
thieves by being the right feature, in the right 
place, at the right time. 



Adventure  
Travel

As you trek Bhutan, swim with sharks 
in Cape Town, scale the karst limestone 
cliffs of Yangshuo or get some shut eye 

the last thing you need, or want, is 
to be worried about your gear. Our 
adventure travel gear is designed and 
engineered to keep your valuables safe 
from the prying hands of pickpockets, 
and the “blink and you’ll miss ‘em” 
bag snatchers and slashers. Get your 
adrenaline pumping the right way 
and not from the anger and frustration 
that comes from losing your passport, 
camera or money. 

outsmart thieves, 
bag slashers & luggage pilferers

toursafe™ collection
Secure luggage arrives in the wild.

Take a load off while you flashpack and get off the beaten track with the 
world's most secure adventure luggage collection:

® slashguards

puncture resistant ToughZip™



outsmart thieves, 
pickpockets & luggage pilferers
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toursafe™
 29 (75)

For those 4 week long adventures or trips where 3 pairs of shoes 
just simply aren’t enough, look no further than the Toursafe™ 29.  
Lightweight, semi-collapsible, secure from forced zipper entry with a 
ballpoint pen, eXomesh® slashguard protection and a durable EVA 
molded back panel the 29” wheeled duffel is a travel companion you 
can rely on. 

anti-theft 29" (75 cm)  
wheeled duffel

anti-theft features 
® slashguards

compartment only)  

specifications

PU1000mm coating

/ 19.5 x 29 x 10.5 in

3

additional features

slip pockets and a mesh zippered pocket 

pocket for internal organisation

padlock  

grip that locks into place when not in use

* Padlock not included

new
item

Brick Red
Model #
PF402BD

Steel Blue
Model #
PF402ST

Black
Model #
PF402BK

Outsmart pickpockets with 

puncture resistant ToughZip™ 
Our new puncture resistant ToughZip™ help prevent pickpocket pilfering and forced entry into Toursafe™ 
luggage with a ballpoint pen or similar sharp object . 

Brick Red
Model #
PF400BD

anti-theft features 
® slashguards

compartment only) 

specifications

PU1000mm coating

/ 14.5 x 21.5 x 9 in

3 

additional features

a magazine or 13" MacBook) with 2 slip 
pockets

increased organisation 

grip that locks into place when not in use

* Padlock not included

additional features

magazine or 15.4" MacBook plus 2 internal 
slip pockets and 1 mesh pocket 

pocket for internal organisation

padlock  

grip that locks into place when not in use

* Padlock not included

anti-theft features 
® slashguards

compartment only)

specifications

PU1000mm coating

/ 17.5 x 25 x 10 in

3

toursafe™
 21 (55)

The Toursafe™ 21 is a secure, soft-sided, semi-collapsible carry-on 
piece with puncture resistant ToughZip™ and lockable zipper pullers 
to prevent sneaky hands forcing their way in. eXomesh® protection 
also prevents gear from coming out if your bag is ripped on your 
adventure or while in transit.    

anti-theft 21.5" (55 cm) 
wheeled carry on 

toursafe™
 25 (63)

The convenient wheeled durable duffel is roomy, spacious and 
ideal for 1-3 week long single or multi-destination trips. The book-
style zippered opening allows easy access to your wardrobe, while 
the eXomesh® technology stands up to the not-so-delicate (and 
occasionally dishonest) baggage handlers by protecting items from 
falling out while in transit. 

anti-theft 25” (63 cm) 
wheeled duffel 

outsmart thieves, 
pickpockets & luggage pilferers

outsmart thieves, 
pickpockets & luggage pilferers

Steel Blue
Model #
PF400ST

new
item

new
item

mysterious Golden Triangle or discover the hidden wonders of 
Africa with the newly launched Toursafe™ adventure luggage 
series. The puncture resistant ToughZip™ protects your luggage 
against pilfering and forced entry by a ballpoint pen, while 
eXomesh® protection deters against opportunistic thefts and 
prevents valuables falling out if your luggage is damaged in 
transit. The soft-sided, semi-collapsible, secure luggage series 

comes in a variety of lightweight sizes making it the perfect companion for those 
seeking peace of mind on their next adventure. 

Black
Model #
PF400BK

Brick Red
Model #
PF401BD

Steel Blue
Model #
PF401ST

Black
Model #
PF401BK
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Patents pending.

Patents pending.

Patents pending.



PICKPOCKET 
HOTSPOTS 

Pickpockets can strike anywhere at 
any time. Be prepared and stay alert 
especially when visiting these cities. 

1. Barcelona, Spain

3. Prague, Czech Republic

4. Madrid, Spain

5. Paris, France

7. Buenos Aires, Argentina

8. Amsterdam, Netherlands 

9. Athens, Greece

10. London, England

*

*As per TripAdvisor's travellers and editor list, 2010
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The Ultimatesafe™ is the "Fort Knox" of backpacks and highlights 
the premium of our patented, innovative anti-theft security 

slashers won’t even see the high-tensile stainless steel running 
through your backpack. The best thing about the Ultimatesafe™ 
is it contains a 20L portable safe. So slip it out your backpack, 

you can think of. The only thing you need to worry about is -  
remembering where you left it. 

anti-theft features 

insert  
® straps 

specifications

nylon webbing 

 29 x 46 x 16 cm / 11.4 x 18.1 x 6.3 in
 Dimensions (W x H x D) - Removable safe: 
 35 x 52 x 1.3 cm / 13.8 x 20.5 x 0.5 in

 Weight - Removable safe: 500 g / 1 lbs 1.6 oz 
(including padlock)

3  
Volume - Removable safe: 12 L / 732.2 in3

additional features

iPad® / tablet compatible sleeve 

touch edge 

ultimatesafe™
 22L

This medium sized backpack is ideal for short breaks out of the city 
and urban commutes. The 12L removable lock and leave eXomesh® 
safe, padded laptop and iPad® sleeve keeps can’t-live-without-
gadgets and valuables safe from sticky fingers, while the RFIDsafe™ 
blocking pocket prevents personal information and data from being 
read by the wrong people. 

anti-theft backpack

outsmart thieves, 
bag snatchers & bag slashers

Ultimatesafe™ series is patented in: Australia: 
695896; Europe (OHIM): EP0878143; Germany: 
DE69803812.6 / EP878143; Ireland: 0878143; 
Netherlands: 0878143; UK: EP(UK)0878143; 
USA: 6,026,662 & 6,244,081; Netherlands, 
UK, France, Europe: EP1941812; Germany: 
EP1941812 / DE6020070138620. Additional 
patents pending.

Iron
Model #
PA101IR

anti-theft features 

insert  
® straps 

specifications

nylon webbing 

35 x 52 x 22 cm / 13.8 x 21.3 x 10.2 in
 Dimensions (W x H x D) - Removable safe: 31 

x 37 x 17 cm / 12.2 x 14.3 x 6.7 in

 Weight - Removable safe: 720 g / 1 lb 9.4 oz
3  

Volume - Removable safe: 20 L / 1220.4 in3

additional features

and key clip

adjustable strap and back support

iPad® compatible / tablet sleeve

ultimatesafe™
 32L

This 32 litre backpack is perfect for long weekends away and trips 
abroad. The 20L portable safe and removable laptop and tablet sleeve 
keeps an eye on your valuable electronic gear, while you’re off keeping 
your eyes on the city sites, scenes and crowds. 

anti-theft
travel backpack

outsmart thieves, 
bag snatchers & bag slashers

Convert your 
Ultimatesafe™ 32L into 
a secure camera bag.
See page 44.

Iron
Model #
PA100IR



Ocean Blue
Model #
PA034OB

Beach Grey
Model #
PA032BG

Ocean Blue
Model #
PA032OB

Beach Grey
Model #
PA031BG

Sunset Red
Model #
PA031SR

anti-theft vertical travel bag 

outsmart thieves, 
pickpockets & strap slashers

venturesafe™
 200 GII

Check out the sites of Istanbul  or Costa Rica with this compact, roomy 
travel bag that secures your iPad®, valuables and identity thanks to 5 
anti-theft security features including a new RFIDsafe™ blocking pocket.   

anti-theft travel bag 
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outsmart thieves, 
pickpockets & bag slashers

venturesafe™
 300 GII

Fresh and bold the anti-theft vertical travel bag keeps your iPad®   
/ tablet or 13” MacBook secure from scheming thieves looking to cash 
in on your digital gear and valuables. 

anti-theft features 
® slashguards

® shoulder strap       

specifications

denier nylon 3 line ripstop, PU1000mm 
coating 

/ 8.7 x 11.4 x 3.9 in 

3 

additional features

® / tablet compatible 
sleeve 

anti-theft features 
® slashguards

® shoulder strap       

specifications

denier nylon 3 line ripstop, PU1000mm 
coating 

/ 9.8 x 14.2 x 5.7 in 

3 

additional features

® / tablet / 13” 
MacBookBook compatible sleeve 

pockets

Patented in: Denmark, France, Germany, 
Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland, Europe 
(OHIM) and UK EP1688059. Additional 
patents pending. 

Patented in: Denmark, France, Germany, 
Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland, Europe 
(OHIM) and UK EP1688059. Additional 
patents pending. 

additional features

pocket 

anti-theft features 
® slashguards

® shoulder strap       

specifications

denier nylon 3 line ripstop, PU1000mm 
coating 

/ 9.4 x 6.1 x 3.1 in   
(fits hip size: 77.5 - 104 cm / 30.5 - 40.9 in) 

3 

venturesafe™
 100 GII

Don’t let essentials or worry weigh you down with this big-enough-
for-a-guide-book hip pack. As you’re roaming the streets and sites 
rest assured your personal information is safe from would-be identity 
thieves thanks to the newly added RFIDsafe™ blocking pocket.  

anti-theft hip pack

outsmart thieves, 
pickpockets & strap slashers

belt extender*
Add some extra length when you need it.

*sold separately.

smart combination

anti-theft features
® strap 

specifications
Model # PB023BK
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Patented in: Denmark, France, Germany, 
Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland, Europe 
(OHIM) and UK EP1688059. Additional 
patents pending. 

anti-theft cross body pack 

outsmart thieves, 
strap slashers & bag snatchers

venturesafe™
 150 GII

Flexible, versatile, hands-free convenience that goes on your back, 
as a comfy slingpack or on the front for extra security. The new 
RFIDsafe™ blocking pocket provides that extra peace of mind while 
that extra added space gives you plenty of room for all your travel 
essentials. 

anti-theft features 
® slashguards

® shoulder strap       

specifications

denier nylon 3 line ripstop, PU1000mm 
coating 

/ 12.6  x 6.7 x 2.4 in 

3 

additional features

guidebook, tickets, passport and more 

receipts 

Patented in: Denmark, France, Germany, 
Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland, Europe 
(OHIM) and UK EP1688059. Additional 
patents pending. 

anti-theft shoulder bag 

outsmart thieves, 
pickpockets & bag slashers

venturesafe™
 350 GII

The new anti-theft shoulder bag is an adventurers essential. Functional 
and well designed, it comes with a padded 13” MacBook / iPad® / tablet 
sleeve, 5 anti-theft features to thwart thieves and a padded shoulder 
strap to ensure you don’t feel weighed down while on the move. 

anti-theft features 
® slashguards

® shoulder strap       

specifications

denier nylon 3 line ripstop, PU1000mm 
coating 

/ 15 x 11.8 x 6.1 in 

3 

additional features

sleeve  

pockets

Sunset Red
Model #
PA034SR

Black
Model #
PA034BK

Black
Model #
PA032BK

Sunset Red
Model #
PA032SR

Black
Model #
PA031BK

Beach Grey
Model #
PA030BG

Sunset Red
Model #
PA030SR

Black
Model #
PA030BK

Printed
Liner

Printed
Liner

Printed
Liner

Printed
Liner

Go wild and get off the beaten track with the new, fresh 
Venturesafe™ GII series.  Rugged and functional.  Sporty and 
slim. Versatile and lightweight. The new adventure series has it 
all and more including Carrysafe® slashproof straps, eXomesh® 
slashguards and smart zipper security™, as well as a new 
lightweight dual release security buckle so that bags can be 

integrated blocking pocket serves to stop unwanted eyes scanning, downloading 
and misusing your personal information. Fresh new outdoor-inspired colours along 
with added security means you can make a bold statement, yet stay safe in the 
knowledge that your gear’s secure. 

new
item

new
item

new
item

new
item

new
item

Patented in: Denmark, France, Germany, 
Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland, Europe 
(OHIM) and UK EP1688059. Additional 
patents pending. 

Ocean Blue
Model #
PA033OB

Beach Grey
Model #
PA033BG

Black
Model #
PA033BK

Printed
Liner



Patented in: Europe (OHIM), France, 
Netherlands and UK EP1941812 & 
EP1688059; Italy, Ireland, Denmark & 
Switzerland EP1688059; Germany: 
EP1941812 / DE6020070138620; Australia: 
2007203375.  Additional patents pending.
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outsmart thieves, 
bag slashers & bag snatchers

venturesafe™
 25L

Lightweight, durable and secure are just a few of the words that sum 
up the new Venturesafe™ 25L anti-theft travel pack.  Large enough 
for a 15” Macbook, this backpack is great for long hikes, adventures 
abroad and as a handy carry-on.  

anti-theft travel pack 

outsmart thieves, 
bag slashers & bag snatchers

venturesafe™
 15L GII

The 15L daypack is perfect for adventures overseas or at home 
complete with a padded sleeve to fit a 13” MacBook.  In addition to 
offering 5 anti-theft features, the 15L daypack is also built for comfort 
with a padded molded back support, padded shoulder straps, 
sternum strap. 

anti-theft daypack

anti-theft features 
® slashguards

® strap       

specifications

denier nylon 3 line ripstop, PU1000mm 
coating 

/ 10.2 x 17.7 x 6.3 in 

3

additional features

sleeve 

sternum strap 

pockets 

anti-theft features 
® slashguards  

® strap         

specifications

denier nylon 3 line ripstop, PU1000mm 
coating 

/ 11.4 x 19.7 x 7.9 in 

3

additional features

sleeve 

pockets  

Outsmart thieves & bag snatchers with

dual release security buckles
This smart buckle has a dual release button in order to open and close it. This new opening method confuses 
the unsuspecting thief who won’t waste time trying to unfasten it. This new innovation also allows you to attach 
your bag to a secure fixture, be it the leg of a table or around a palm at a beach adding a further deterrent to 
opportunistic thieves. 

Patented in: Europe (OHIM), France, 
Netherlands and UK EP1941812 & 
EP1688059; Italy, Ireland, Denmark & 
Switzerland EP1688059; Germany: 
EP1941812 / DE6020070138620; Australia: 
2007203375. Additional patents pending.

outsmart thieves, 
bag slashers & bag snatchers

anti-theft adventure travel pack 
venturesafe™

 32L

This new travel pack is an essential companion to take on the plane 
for long weekends away and meets international carry-on standards. 
For those who can’t bear to be disconnected from the world for too 
long, it even fits a 17” MacBook or iPad®. The padded molded back 
support, waistbelt, sternum strap and padded shoulder straps, make 
this backpack exceptionally comfortable for hauling off the beaten 
track with.

anti-theft features 
® slashguards  

® strap         

specifications

denier nylon 3 line ripstop, PU1000mm 
coating 

/ 14.2 x 22.4 x 7.9 in 

3

additional features

organisation and pen holders 

sleeve 

pockets  
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Patented in: Europe (OHIM), France, 
Netherlands and UK EP1941812 & 
EP1688059; Italy, Ireland, Denmark & 
Switzerland EP1688059; Germany: 
EP1941812 / DE6020070138620; Australia: 
2007203375.  Additional patents pending.

Black
Model #
PA037BK

Ocean Blue
Model #
PA036OB

Black
Model #
PA036BK

Ocean Blue
Model #
PA035OB

Black
Model #
PA035BK

Sunset Red
Model #
PA035SR

Printed
Liner

Printed
Liner

Printed
Liner

new
item

new
item

new
item

The Venturesafe   CollectionTM

The 20L travelsafe™ transforms 
your backpack into a 360° 
eXomesh® locking system.

*sold separately. 
see page 57 for more information. 

smart 
combination



Outsmart bag snatchers & slashers with our patented

360° eXomesh® locking system
Get the better of opportunistic thieves with our flexible, high-tensile stainless steel wire that creates a protective 
slashproof cell around your gear. The metal reinforced locking device made from high-impact resistant polycar-
bonate means you can safely lock your equipment to a secure fixture and relax. 

Urban & 
Leisure Travel

The concrete jungle with its bright lights 
is an enticing travel destination, as well 
as home to many an urbanite and city 
slicker. With its bustling crowds, packed 
buses, jostling markets, fast-paced buzz 
and city noise, you can never be too 
sure who’s eyeing up that laptop, phone 
or wallet stuffed full of cash. Our Urban 
& Leisure gear make sure that you’re 
able to let your guard down and relax, 
appreciate the art at a museum, or  
catch-up with friends without having to 
be suspicious of everyone who glances 
your way. 
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outsmart thieves, 
bag slashers & bag snatchers 

anti-theft features 
® locking system 

 

specifications

13 x 20.9 x 6.7 in 
3 

additional features

® / 
tablet compatible sleeve 

/ key ring 

Z-28  the heritage collection

A tough canvas fabric combines with the even tougher patented 
360° eXomesh® locking system to create a unique 28L backpack. 
The removable 17” MacBook and iPad® / tablet compatible sleeve, 
quilted back support, internal and top zippered pockets  and  sternum 
& waist strap add  functionality and practicality to this one of a kind 
backpack. 

anti-theft 
urban backpack

For the young, street smart, upwardly mobile urbanite who wants to be seen but not 

reassurance in going back to his roots. Simple understated styling injected with a dose 
of laissez faire edginess. The Z-series™ answers his call with a tough outer canvas 
fabric that masks an even tougher, slashproof eXomesh® cage system. The patented 
mesh weave imprint and retro old school touchpoints call back to Pacsafe’s unique 
heritage. 

new
item

Black
Model #
PB160BK

Patented in: Australia 695896; Europe (OHIM): 
EP0878143; Germany: DE69803812.6 
/ EP878143; Ireland and Netherlands: 
0878143; UK: EP(UK)0878143; USA: 6,026, 
662 & 6,244, 081. Additional patents pending.



Midnight Blue
Model #
PB010MD

outsmart thieves, 
pickpockets & strap slashers
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anti-theft features 
® slashguards  

® shoulder strap 

specifications

/ 3.9 x 5.5 x 1.8 in 
3 

additional features

® and buckle closure on front flap

devices 

additional features

a waist belt

anti-theft features 
® slashguards  

® shoulder strap         

specifications

/ 6.1 x 8.7 x 3.1 in  
3 

metrosafe™
 50 GII

Flexible yet strong this handy number can be slung round the neck, 
over the shoulder or attached to a belt.  Ideal for phones, MP3’s, small 
point-and-shoot cameras, cash and cards.

anti-theft digi pouch

metrosafe™
 100 GII

Like your own personal assistant it perfectly stores, organises and 
secures all your must-haves and a few extras like a book or planner.  
The slashproof shoulder strap is fully detachable and converts your 
shoulder bag into a hip pack. 

anti-theft
hip and shoulder bag 

outsmart thieves, 
pickpockets & strap slashers

Patented in: Europe (OHIM), Denmark, 
France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, 
Switzerland and UK EP1688059. Additional 
patents pending. 

Patented in: Europe (OHIM), Denmark, 
France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, 
Switzerland and UK EP1688059. Additional 
patents pending. 

The Metrosafe™ GII series is an undisputed classic. This line 
brings together contemporary hardware and colours with clean, 
structured lines, sturdy material and built-in anti-theft technology 

urbanites can’t get enough of the Metrosafe™ GII and seasoned 
travellers love it.  

Cool Steel
Model #
PB011CS
Liner

Black
Model #
PB011BK
Liner

Jungle Green
Model #
PB011JG
Liner

Midnight Blue
Model #
PB011MD
Liner

Jungle Green
Model #
PB010JG

Black
Model #
PB010BK

anti-theft shoulder bag
metrosafe™ 250 GII
model # PB013JG



Black
Model #
PB015BK
Liner

Black
Model #
PB013BK
Liner

Black
Model #
PB016BK
Liner

outsmart thieves, 
pickpockets & bag slashers

Midnight Blue
Model #
PB017MD
Liner

outsmart thieves, 
pickpockets & strap slashers

This is a perfect, stylish urban companion. The top access zippered main 
compartment gives you instant access to your tablet or mobile device. 

metrosafe™ 150 GII

anti-theft 
cross body sling bag

anti-theft features 
® slashguards  

® shoulder strap         

specifications

/ 8.3 x 12.4 x 3 in
3 

(including bag)

(including bag)

additional features

mesh zippered pocket

1 padded electronic gadget pocket and 
zippered pocket

Patented in: Europe (OHIM), Denmark, 
France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, 
Switzerland and UK EP1688059. Additional 
patents pending. 

outsmart thieves, 
pickpockets & strap slashers

metrosafe™
 200 GII

anti-theft shoulder bag

anti-theft features 
® slashguards  

® shoulder strap         

specifications

/ 10 x 11 x 3.5 in
3 

additional features
Large main zippered compartment

with large slip pocket 

zipper puller 

pockets 
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outsmart thieves, 
pickpockets & bag slashers

Urban styling that still lets you slip in an iPad® or A4 magazine to keep 
you occupied on commutes or long day trips.   

metrosafe™
 250 GII

anti-theft features 
® slashguards  

® shoulder strap         

specifications

/ 11 x 13.8 x 4.3 in 
3

additional features
Main padded slip pocket for netbook or 
tablet

and headphone port

pockets 

zipper puller

Patented in: Europe (OHIM), Denmark, 
France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, 
Switzerland and UK EP1688059. Additional 
patents pending. 

Patented in: Europe (OHIM), Denmark, 
France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, 
Switzerland and UK EP1688059. Additional 
patents pending. 20
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Whether you’re traversing the terrain of the concrete jungle or taking on 
the airport hustle and bustle, The Metrosafe™ 275 GII has it all for the 
digital savvy man. 

metrosafe™
 275 GII

anti-theft 
tablet and laptop bag 

anti-theft features 
® slashguards  

® shoulder strap         

specifications

37 x 28 x 12 cm / 14.6 x 11 x 4.7 in 

3

additional features
Zippered main compartment 
Internal padded 13” MacBook / Tablet / 
iPad® compatible sleeve  
Zippered front compartment with internal 
organisation 
Phone pocket 

2 water bottle / umbrella side pockets 

Patented in: Europe (OHIM), Denmark, 
France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, 
Switzerland and UK EP1688059. Additional 
patents pending. 

This popular style is a well organised travel bag with 5 anti-theft 
features and even fits an iPad® or tablet. When you’re out for the 
whole day and you need extra storage, look no further than your trusty 
Metrosafe™ 200 GII. 

anti-theft shoulder bag

Jungle Green
Model #
PB016JG
Liner

Midnight Blue
Model #
PB016MD
Liner

Cool Steel
Model #
PB012CS
Liner

Black
Model #
PB012BK
Liner

Jungle Green
Model #
PB012JG
Liner

Midnight Blue
Model #
PB012MD
Liner

Jungle Green
Model #
PB013JG
Liner

Midnight Blue
Model #
PB013MD
Liner

outsmart thieves, 
strap slashers & bag snatchers

Spacious enough for a 13" MacBook and smart enough to slide over 
wheeled luggage and outsmart would-be thieves.   

metrosafe™
 300 GII

anti-theft laptop bag

anti-theft features 
® slashguards  

® shoulder strap         

specifications

30.5 x 34.5 x 10 cm / 12 x 13 x 3.9 in 
3

additional features
Padded laptop sleeve 

mesh zippered pocket 

1padded electronic gadget pocket

wheeled luggage 

pockets 

Patented in: Europe (OHIM), Denmark, 
France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, 
Switzerland and UK EP1688059. Additional 
patents pending. 

Black
Model #
PB014BK
Liner

Black
Model #
PB017BK
Liner

outsmart thieves, 
pickpockets & bag slashers

additional features
Main compartment with padded slip pocket

pockets 

anti-theft features 
® slashguards  

® backpack strap         

specifications

/ 12.6 x 16.5 x 5.1 in   
3

metrosafe™
 350 GII

Head out for the day with this lightweight, spacious, low profile pack 
that keeps everything within easy reach and even has a padded sleeve 
compatible with iPad® or 13" MacBook.  

anti-theft daypack 

Patented in: Europe (OHIM), France, 
Netherlands and UK EP1941812 & 
EP1688059; Italy, Ireland, Denmark & 
Switzerland EP1688059; Germany: 
EP1941812 / DE6020070138620; Australia: 
2007203375.  Additional patents pending.

Jungle Green
Model #
PB015JG
Liner

new
item



Tweed
Model #
PB012TD

Tweed
Model #
PB016TD

Printed
Liner

For the stylish urbanite who gets about town and travels the world 

compromise. The new Metrosafe™ GII Tweed Collection blends 
old world style with a touch of contemporary gold premium  
hardware and innovative security features creating urban bags 

Metrosafe™ man’s inner and outer self. 

outsmart thieves, 
pickpockets & strap slashers

Sophisticated refinement fuses with security and gold detailing to bring 
the modern day man a bag that says who he is, what he’s about and 
what he wants in life. 

metrosafe™ 150 GII  the tweed collection

anti-theft 
cross body sling bag

anti-theft features 
® slashguards  

® shoulder strap         

specifications

/ 8.3 x 12.4 x 3 in
3 

(including bag)

(including bag)

additional features

with large slip pocket 

zipper puller

Patented in: Europe (OHIM), Denmark, 
France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, 
Switzerland and UK EP1688059. Additional 
patents pending. 

outsmart thieves, 
pickpockets & strap slashers

metrosafe™
 200 GII  the tweed collection

anti-theft shoulder bag

anti-theft features 
® slashguards  

® shoulder strap         

specifications

/ 10 x 11 x 3.5 in
3 

additional features

with large slip pocket 

zipper puller 

pockets 

Patented in: Europe (OHIM), Denmark, 
France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, 
Switzerland and UK EP1688059. Additional 
patents pending. 

The Metrosafe™ 200 tweed takes old world charm and injects it with 
bold, modern hardware & detailing so that the modern man of today 
can make his mark rather than end up as one.  
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new
item

anti-theft shoulder bag
metrosafe™ 200 GII
model # PB012TD

Printed
Liner

new
item



Tweed
Model #
PB015TD

Tweed
Model #
PB013TD

Printed
Liner

Printed
Liner

anti-theft hip pack additional features

compartments 

backing

anti-theft features 
® slashguards

® strap         

specifications
Materials: nylon 420D HD, mini-ripstop

30.5 x 18 x 11.5 cm / 12 x 7.1 x 4.5 in   
(fits hip size: 88 - 112 cm / 34.5 - 44 in)  

3

padlock 

stashsafe™
 200 GII

Versatile, padded for electronics and spacious enough to fit a 
guidebook or camcorder.   

outsmart thieves, 
pickpockets & bag slashers

belt extender*
Add some extra length when you need it.

*sold separately. To secure your Stashsafe™ 200 to a secure fixture remember to remove your 
belt extender.

smart combination

anti-theft features
® strap 

specifications
Model # PB023BK
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outsmart thieves, 
pickpockets & bag slashers

anti-theft features 
® slashguards  

® strap         

specifications
Materials: nylon 420D HD, mini-ripstop

/ 10 x 6.1 x 2.4 in (fits hip size: 77.5- 104 cm  
/ 30.5 - 40.9 in) 

3

additional features

compartments 

backing

stashsafe™
 100 GII

This number packs some punch with its clever organisational and 
security features.

anti-theft hip pack 

belt extender*
Add some extra length if you need it.

*sold separately. To secure your Stashsafe™ 100 to a secure fixture remember to remove your 
belt extender.

smart combination

anti-theft features
® strap 

specifications
Model # PB021BK

The Stashsafe™ GII
packs that smartly stash away your bare essentials and keeps them 

on-their-feet bag snatchers. The thoughtfully included padlock and 
smart zipper security means you don’t need to keep it strapped 

of a chair in a Parisian cafe.    

Patented in: Europe (OHIM), Denmark, 
France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, 
Switzerland and UK EP1688059. Additional 
patents pending. 

Patented in: Europe (OHIM), Denmark, 
France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, 
Switzerland and UK EP1688059. Additional 
patents pending. 
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outsmart thieves, 
pickpockets & bag slashers

The Metrosafe™ 250 tweed like the gentleman of today stands alone 
in refined independence. Unswayed by those around him (especially 
would be thieves) and undaunted by what lays ahead. 

metrosafe™
 250 GII  the tweed collection

anti-theft features 
® slashguards  

® shoulder strap         

specifications

/ 11 x 13.8 x 4.3 in 
3

additional features
® or tablet

and headphone port

pockets 

zipper puller

Patented in: Europe (OHIM), Denmark, 
France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, 
Switzerland and UK EP1688059. Additional 
patents pending. 

anti-theft shoulder bag

outsmart thieves, 
pickpockets & bag slashers

additional features

pockets 

anti-theft features 
® slashguards  

® shoulder strap         

specifications

/ 12.6 x 16.5 x 5.1 in   
3

metrosafe™
 350 GII  the tweed collection

Playful gold detailing accentuates mature, debonair fabrics and 
culminates in a playful yet refined style. For the tailored man with many 
faces the Metrosafe™ 350  lets him be who he is without ever needing 
to utter a single word. 

anti-theft daypack 

Patented in: Europe (OHIM), France, 
Netherlands and UK EP1941812 & 
EP1688059; Italy, Ireland, Denmark & 
Switzerland EP1688059; Germany: 
EP1941812 / DE6020070138620; Australia: 
2007203375. Additional patents pending.

Outsmart thieves & bag snatchers with

turn & lock security hooks™ 
These small smart devices pack a whole lot of intelligence. The hook unfastens so that you can fasten your bag 
to a secure fixture, be it the leg of a table or around a palm at a beach. What’s more, these smart hooks have a 
special turning mechanism which actually locks the hook making it harder for a bag snatcher to make an easy 
getaway. 

Black
Model #
PB025BK
Liner

Jungle Green
Model #
PB024JG
Liner

Black
Model #
PB024BK
Liner

Cool Steel
Model #
PB024CS
Liner

Midnight Blue
Model #
PB024MD
Liner

new
item

new
item



Berry
Model #
PB125BY
Liner

Berry
Model #
PB124BY
Liner

Sky Blue
Model #
PB124SB
Liner

Women’s 
Travel

more than just daily essentials and 
valuables, it carries photos laden with 
memories, that special key-ring or 
lucky charm, maybe even an ipod 
with a special mix that only they seem 
to understand. To have them stolen, 
isn’t just the loss of a bag, it’s the loss 
of key essentials that she just can’t 
live without. That’s why our stylish, 
fashionable Women’s Travel gear is 
designed to keep valuables organised, 

outsmarts thieves, 
strap slashers & bag snatchers

outsmart thieves, 
pickpockets & strap slashers
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anti-theft features 
® slashguards 

®  
shoulder strap 
Turn & lock security hook™

specifications

high-tensile stainless steel wire 

/ 8.3 x 4.3 x 2 in 

3 

additional features

additional featuresanti-theft features 
® slashguards 

® shoulder strap 
Turn & lock security hook™

specifications

high-tensile stainless steel wire 

/ 9.1 x 10.6 x 2 in 

3 

slingsafe™
 75 GII

This secure, petite sling purse is perfect for those key essentials and 
doubles as a stylish hip-belt-bag making it a must-have accessory 
for the active woman. 

anti-theft 
sling purse & hip pouch

slingsafe™
 100 GII

Perfect for shooting the breeze and short day trips, this secure every 
day bag is a staple in every young active woman’s wardrobe.

anti-theft 
shoulder bag  

Slingsafe™ GII 
series is as slim, as it is fun, sporty and light. You’ll fall in love with 
this fresh, durable yet smooth, origami-inspired collection. Each 
bag sits effortlessly against the body and the printed fabric liner 
adds a fun, sassy dimension to this contemporary series. Pacsafe’s 

slashproof straps, eXomesh®

extra sense of security while you’re out travelling it up in style. 

Patented in: Europe (OHIM), Denmark, 
France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, 
Switzerland and UK EP1688059. Additional 
patents pending. 

Patented in: Europe (OHIM), Denmark, 
France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, 
Switzerland and UK EP1688059. Additional 
patents pending. 

Cypress
Model #
PB125CY
Liner

Black
Model #
PB125BK
Liner

Electric Yellow
Model #
PB125EY
Liner

Flame Orange
Model #
PB125FO
Liner

Sky Blue
Model #
PB125SB
Liner

Cypress
Model #
PB124CY
Liner

Black
Model #
PB124BK
Liner



Berry
Model #
PB127BY
Liner

Berry
Model #
PB130BY
Liner

Berry
Model #
PB126BY
Liner

Berry
Model #
PB128BY
Liner

Berry
Model #
PB129BY
Liner

Patented in: Europe (OHIM), Denmark, 
France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, 
Switzerland and UK EP1688059. Additional 
patents pending. 

anti-theft cross body sling pack  

outsmart thieves, 
pickpockets & bag slashers
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additional features

® and 13” MacBook 
compatible 

anti-theft features 
® slashguards

® backpack straps 
Turn & lock security hook™

 

specifications

high-tensile stainless steel wire 

/ 11.2 x 15.7 x 5.1 in 

3

 

slingsafe™
 300 GII

The popular, spacious daypack seamlessly blends functionality and 
fashion with a fun day out and about. Ideal for sightseeing, beach trips 
and shopping around busy bazaars. 

anti-theft backpack 

outsmart thieves, 
strap slashers & bag snatchers

additional features

® / tablet compatible sleeve 

anti-theft features 
® slashguards

® shoulder strap 
Turn & lock security hook™

 

specifications

high-tensile stainless steel wire 

/ 12.6 x 14.6 x 2.0 in 

3

slingsafe™
 200 GII

anti-theft cross body shoulder bag

Patented in: Europe (OHIM), Denmark, 
France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, 
Switzerland and UK EP1688059. Additional 
patents pending. 

Patented in: Europe (OHIM), France, 
Netherlands and UK EP1941812 & 
EP1688059; Italy, Ireland, Denmark & 
Switzerland EP1688059; Germany: 
EP1941812 / DE6020070138620; Australia: 
2007203375.  Additional patents pending.

outsmart thieves, 
strap slashers & bag snatchers

additional featuresanti-theft features 
® slashguards

® shoulder strap 
Turn & lock security hook™

specifications

high-tensile stainless steel wire 

/ 15 x 8.7 x 4.3 in 
3 

slingsafe™
 250 GII

This fun, sporty handbag is roomy enough to carry everything you 
need for a day out and smart enough to outwit pickpockets and bag 
snatchers.

anti-theft handbag

Patented in: Europe (OHIM), Denmark, 
France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, 
Switzerland and UK EP1688059. Additional 
patents pending. 

additional featuresanti-theft features 
® slashguards 

® shoulder strap 

specifications

high-tensile stainless steel wire 

/ 16.7 x 9.8 x 3.1 in 

3 

(including bag)

(including bag)

outsmart thieves, 
pickpockets & strap slashers

slingsafe™
 150 GII

The light teardrop slingpack can be worn on the front or back and is a 
perfect day companion for site-seeing, getting about town or hikes. 

Patented in: Europe (OHIM), Denmark, 
France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, 
Switzerland and UK EP1688059. Additional 
patents pending. 

outsmart thieves, 
pickpockets & bag slashers

additional featuresanti-theft features 
® slashguards

® shoulder strap 

 

specifications

high-tensile stainless steel wire 

/ 26 x  9.4 x 8.3 in 

3

slingsafe™
 400 GII

Oversized, casual and perfect for beach holidays, overnighters 
and long weekends away. The anti-theft crescent back is slouchy, 
lightweight, molds to the body and keeps gear secure. Large enough 
to fit a beach towel, magazines and change of clothes, you’ll have 
everything you need no matter where you’re headed! 

anti-theft crescent bag new
item

Outsmart thieves and bag slashers with  

slashproof Carrysafe® straps 
Look beneath the surface and you’ll find that our adjustable Carrysafe® straps are reinforced with lightweight, 
flexible, high-tensile stainless steel wire preventing opportunistic slashers from slicing through and making off with 
your stuff.   

Cypress
Model #
PB127CY
Liner

Black
Model #
PB127BK
Liner

Electric Yellow
Model #
PB127EY
Liner

Flame Orange
Model #
PB127FO
Liner

Sky Blue
Model #
PB127SB
Liner

Cypress
Model #
PB129CY
Liner

Black
Model #
PB129BK
Liner

Electric Yellow
Model #
PB129EY
Liner

Flame Orange
Model #
PB129FO
Liner

Cypress
Model #
PB128CY
Liner

Black
Model #
PB128BK
Liner

Electric Yellow
Model #
PB128EY
Liner

Flame Orange
Model #
PB128FO
Liner

Sky Blue
Model #
PB128SB
Liner

Cypress
Model #
PB126CY
Liner

Black
Model #
PB126BK
Liner

Electric Yellow
Model #
PB126EY
Liner

Flame Orange
Model #
PB126FO
Liner

Sky Blue
Model #
PB126SB
Liner
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This lightweight, roomy cross body shoulder is 
perfect for adventurous day trips. 

Cypress
Model #
PB130CY
Liner

Black
Model #
PB130BK
Liner

Electric Yellow
Model #
PB130EY
Liner

Flame Orange
Model #
PB130FO
Liner



Metallic
Model #
PB124ME

Feature
Liner

anti-theft cross body shoulder bag
slingsafe™ 200 GII
model # PB128ME

anti-theft 
sling purse & hip pouch

outsmarts thieves, 
strap slashers & bag snatchers

anti-theft features 
® slashguards 

® shoulder 
strap 

Turn & lock security hook™

specifications

coating  

/ 8.3 x 4.3 x 2 in 
3 

additional features
Water repellent material  

slingsafe™
 75 GII  the metallic collection

The Slingsafe™ 75 enhances the young woman’s wardrobe by 
bringing a touch of futuristic attitude to any outfit. 

Patented in: Europe (OHIM), Denmark, 
France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, 
Switzerland and UK EP1688059. Additional 
patents pending. 
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outsmart thieves, 
pickpockets & strap slashers

additional features
Water repellent material  

anti-theft features 
® slashguards 

® shoulder strap 

Turn & lock security hook™

specifications

coating  

/ 9.1 x 10.6 x 2 in 
3 

slingsafe™
 100 GII  the metallic collection

Enigmatic and eye catching, the metallic anti-theft petite handbag 
draws fans and followers looking to stand out from the pack. 
Distinctive with its metallic sheen, it breaks the mould by thwarting 
would-be thieves.

anti-theft 
shoulder bag  

Patented in: Europe (OHIM), Denmark, 
France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, 
Switzerland and UK EP1688059. Additional 
patents pending. 

For the street-savvy, intuitive urbanista who sets her own trends. 
Bold and daring just like her, the new Slingsafe™ GII metallic 
collection is ahead of its time, edgy and stylish. Metallic coated 
fabric, silver lining, contrasting zipper detailing and sharp 

frontiers, while innovative anti-theft features equip her with the tools 
she needs to roam the concrete jungle.  

new
item

new
item

Metallic
Model #
PB125ME

Feature
Liner



Feature
-Liner

Metallic
Model #
PB126ME

Feature
Liner

anti-theft cross body sling pack  

additional features
Water repellent material  

anti-theft features 
® slashguards 

® shoulder strap 

specifications

coating  

/ 16.7 x 9.8 x 3.1 in 
3 

(including bag)

(including bag)

outsmart thieves, 
strap slashers & bag snatchers

slingsafe™
 150 GII  the metallic collection

The Slingsafe™ 150 metallic anti-theft cross body sling pack satiates 
style stalker cravings and their lust for the next big thing. The urban 
daily essential that keeps gear safe and savvy women in the fashion 
spotlight. 

Patented in: Europe (OHIM), Denmark, 
France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, 
Switzerland and UK EP1688059. Additional 
patents pending. 

outsmart thieves, 
strap slashers & bag snatchers

additional features
Water repellent material  

® / tablet compatible sleeve

anti-theft features 
® slashguards

® shoulder strap 

Turn & lock security hook™
 

specifications

coating  

/ 12.6 x 14.6 x 2.0 in 
3

slingsafe™
 200 GII  the metallic collection

Reflective surfaces merge with contrasting detailing to create a fresh 
design that transforms outfits and adds an edgy glamorous twist to 
day or evening wear. 

anti-theft cross body shoulder bag

Patented in: Europe (OHIM), Denmark, 
France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, 
Switzerland and UK EP1688059. Additional 
patents pending. 

outsmart thieves, 
strap slashers & bag snatchers

additional features
Water repellent material  

anti-theft features 
® slashguards

® shoulder strap 

Turn & lock security hook™

specifications

coating  

/ 15 x 8.7 x 4.3 in 
3 

slingsafe™
 250 GII  the metallic collection

Unique innovative anti-theft features embellished with strong water 
resistant reflective fabrics stand up against threats just as the woman 
of tomorrow stands up against the norm and the mundane. 

anti-theft handbag

Patented in: Europe (OHIM), Denmark, 
France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, 
Switzerland and UK EP1688059. Additional 
patents pending. 

Savvy Female Tips

independent women travelling around 
the globe, remember to stay safe with 
our top smart travel tips.

1. Stick to the day. When booking your trip make sure to arrive 
during the daytime. You don’t want to be wandering streets 
at night looking for your hotel.  

2. Fashion sense. Be aware of local dress codes and while you 
can still look attractive, don’t go over the top and attract 
unwanted attention.  

3. Fake it.

you can. 
4. Keep documents safe. Stash cash, travel documents and 

essentials in a secure portable safe or if you take them 
out, ensure they’re in a slashproof bag with Smart Zipper 
Security™.

5. Copy, copy, copy. Scan important travel documents and 
email them to yourself prior to travel. Also, photocopy your 
identity documents and keep a spare in a hidden place or 
secret pocket.
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new
item

new
item

new
item

Metallic
Model #
PB129ME

Feature
Liner

Metallic
Model #
PB128ME



Outsmart thieves & bag slashers with

eXomesh® slashguards
Our patented eXomesh® slashguards have been cleverly embedded and built into vulnerable areas to protect 
against thieves looking to slash through and have your valuables drop in to the palm of their hands. 

Midnight Blue
Model #
PB145MD
Liner

Plum
Model #
PB145PM
Liner

Crimson Red
Model #
PB145CR
Liner

Midnight Blue
Model #
PB148MD
Liner

Plum
Model #
PB148PM
Liner

Crimson Red
Model #
PB148CR
Liner

Midnight Blue
Model #
PB144MD
Liner

Plum
Model #
PB144PM
Liner

Crimson Red
Model #
PB144CR
Liner

Midnight Blue
Model #
PB143MD
Liner

Plum
Model #
PB143PM
Liner

outsmarts thieves, 
pickpockets & strap slashers

anti-theft features 

 

specifications

/ 8.5 x  4.3 x 2.4 in 
3

additional features

purse / wallet

citysafe™
 75 GII

This versatile, petite purse has plenty of room for your phone, cards, 
camera and make-up. It even doubles in the evening as an elegant 
wrist clutch. 

anti-theft purse

Citysafe™ GII 
series. The Citysafe GII's stylish silhouettes disguise the durable, water-repellent fabric, 
while the  eXomesh®

ensure your valuables, personal information, momentos and personal items don’t end 
up in the wrong hands. 

outsmart thieves, 
pickpockets & strap slashers

additional featuresanti-theft features 
® slashguards 

® strap 

specifications

/ 9.8 x 7.5 x 3.7 in 
3 

citysafe™
 100 GII

This classic, sleek handbag silhouette is perfect for any occasion and 
any destination. 

anti-theft travel handbag

Patented in: Europe (OHIM), Denmark, 
France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, 
Switzerland and UK EP1688059. Additional 
patents pending. 

Black
Model #
PB143BK
Liner

Walnut
Model #
PB143WA
Liner

outsmart thieves, 
pickpockets & strap slashers

citysafe™
 175 GII

additional features

® / tablet compatible sleeve

anti-theft features 
® slashguards 

detachable 
Carrysafe® strap 

specifications

/ 13.2 x 9.8 x 2.2 in 
3 

Slip your iPad® / tablet into this elegant day to night handbag. Water 
repellent fabric and innovative anti-theft features keep your must haves 
safe from opportunistic thieves, whilst the removable and adjustable 
strap ensures you're fashion ready for any occasion. 

anti-theft 
tablet handbag

Patented in: Europe (OHIM), Denmark, 
France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, 
Switzerland and UK EP1688059. Additional 
patents pending. 

Crimson Red
Model #
PB143CR
Liner

Black
Model #
PB144BK
Liner

Walnut
Model #
PB144WA
Liner

Black
Model #
PB148BK
Liner

Walnut
Model #
PB148WA
Liner
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outsmart thieves, 
pickpockets & strap slashers

citysafe™
 200 GII

additional features

® / tablet / 13" MacBook 
compatible sleeve

anti-theft features 
® slashguards 

® strap 

specifications

/ 14.6 x 9.4 x 3.9 in 
3 

Trust the Citysafe™ GII 200 to look after your gear while you’re 
soaking up some sun, heading to a spa or posing in front of the Eiffel 
tower. This classic yet contemporary shape not only looks good, it 
discreetly hides Pacsafe’s innovative anti-theft technology.  

anti-theft handbag

Patented in: Europe (OHIM), Denmark, 
France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, 
Switzerland and UK EP1688059. Additional 
patents pending. 

Black
Model #
PB145BK
Liner

Walnut
Model #
PB145WA
Liner



anti-theft travel handbag
citysafe™ 100 GII
model # PB144PM

Midnight Blue
Model #
PB146MD
Liner

Plum
Model #
PB146PM
Liner

Crimson Red
Model #
PB146CR
Liner

citysafe™
 400 GII

additional features

® / tablet compatible sleeve

anti-theft features 
® slashguards 

® shoulder straps 

specifications

/ 9.3 x 11.8 x 3.9 in 
3 

citysafe™
 350 GII

Tired of lugging rugged, oversized backpacks around? This petite, 
lightweight backpack not only looks great, it’s also durable, practical 
and secure.

anti-theft backpack

additional features

tablet / iPad® compatible sleeve

wheeled luggage

anti-theft features 
® slashguards

® shoulder strap 

specifications

/ 15.9 x 13 x 6.7 in 
3 

For the fashionista who loves a stylish, casual, oversized bag. It’s even 
got a sleeve that slides over wheeled luggage handles making it the 
perfect carry-on accessory. Adjustable straps turn this from an over 
the shoulder bag to cross body bag in a matter of seconds.

anti-theft hobo travel bag 

outsmart thieves, 
bag snatchers & bag slashers

outsmart thieves, 
bag snatchers & bag slashers

Patented in: Europe (OHIM), Denmark, 
France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, 
Switzerland and UK EP1688059. Additional 
patents pending. 

Patented in: Europe (OHIM), Denmark, 
France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, 
Switzerland and UK EP1688059. Additional 
patents pending. 
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Black
Model #
PB146BK
Liner

Walnut
Model #
PB146WA
Liner

Midnight Blue
Model #
PB147MD
Liner

Plum
Model #
PB147PM
Liner

Black
Model #
PB147BK
Liner

Walnut
Model #
PB147WA
Liner

Outsmart thieves & bag snatchers with

turn & lock security hooks™ 
These small smart devices pack a whole lot of intelligence. The hook unfastens so that you can fasten your bag 
to a secure fixture, be it the leg of a table or around a palm at a beach. What’s more, these smart hooks have a 
special turning mechanism which actually locks the hook making it harder for a bag snatcher to make an easy 
getaway. 



Herringbone
Model #
PB143HB

Printed
Liner

The new Citysafe™ Herringbone collection adds elegance and 

effortlessly put together.  She is in charge of her own world and 
never settles for less than perfect, let alone would-be thieves trying 
to steal her gear! The Citysafe™ GII Herringbone blends classic, 
luxe fabrics with antique detailing and practical, innovative 
security giving the Citysafe™ woman everything she needs to 
conquer and succeed. 

outsmarts thieves, 
pickpockets & strap slashers

anti-theft features 

 

specifications

coating

/ 8.5 x  4.3 x 2.4 in 
3

additional features

purse / wallet

citysafe™
 75 GII  the herringbone collection

This anti-theft purse epitomizes feminine luxury and sophistication as it 
effortlessly transforms from stylish purse to evening clutch. 

anti-theft purse

outsmart thieves, 
pickpockets & strap slashers

additional featuresanti-theft features 
® slashguards 

® strap 

specifications

coating

/ 9.8 x 7.5 x 3.7 in 
3 

citysafe™
 100 GII  the herringbone collection

The anti-theft petite handbag in Herringbone is clean, simple and a 
perfect bijous city companion for brunches, meetings and more. 

anti-theft travel handbag

Patented in: Europe (OHIM), Denmark, 
France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, 
Switzerland and UK EP1688059. Additional 
patents pending. 
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outsmart thieves, 
pickpockets & strap slashers

citysafe™
 175 GII  the herringbone collection

additional features

® / tablet compatible sleeve 

anti-theft features 
® slashguards 

detachable 
Carrysafe® strap 

specifications

coating

/ 13.2 x 9.8 x 2.2 in 
3 

The Citysafe™ GII 175 Herringbone puts a contemporary spin on 
a classic look. The modern silhouette is perfect for the professional 
woman while the Herringbone fabric and antique detailing gives her a 
sophisticated edge over her colleagues. 

anti-theft 
tablet handbag

Patented in: Europe (OHIM), Denmark, 
France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, 
Switzerland and UK EP1688059. Additional 
patents pending. 

additional features

® / tablet compatible sleeve

 

anti-theft features 
® slashguards 

® shoulder straps 

specifications

coating

/ 9.3 x 11.8 x 3.9 in 
3 

citysafe™
 350 GII  the herringbone collection

The Citysafe™ 350 GII anti-theft backpack’s woven Herringbone 
fabric and ornate detailing is complemented by the simplicity of 
its construction and clean, uninterrupted lines.  It calls out bold, 
sophisticated femininity.    

anti-theft backpack

outsmart thieves, 
bag snatchers & bag slashers

Patented in: Europe (OHIM), Denmark, 
France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, 
Switzerland and UK EP1688059. Additional 
patents pending. 

new
item

new
item

outsmart thieves, 
pickpockets & strap slashers

citysafe™
 200 GII  the herringbone collection

additional features

® / tablet / 13" MacBook 
compatible sleeve 

anti-theft features 
® slashguards 

® strap 

specifications

coating

/ 14.6 x 9.4 x 3.9 in 
3 

The Citysafe™ 200 GII anti-theft handbag blends clean simple lines 
with sophisticated fabrics and antique  hardware to create a classic, 
refined, secure fashion piece for the independent urban woman. 

anti-theft handbag

Patented in: Europe (OHIM), Denmark, 
France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, 
Switzerland and UK EP1688059. Additional 
patents pending. 

new
item

new
item

Herringbone
Model #
PB144HB

Printed
Liner

Herringbone
Model #
PB148HB

Printed
Liner

Herringbone
Model #
PB145HB

Printed
Liner

Herringbone
Model #
PB146HB

Printed
Liner

new
item



Camera
Travel

Photography has become an integral 

an active role in capturing and sharing 
your experience with others. With an 
increased amount of camera gear 
now moving about the planet comes 
increased opportunity for pickpockets, 
bag slashers and thieves. Gone are the 
days of getting your camera stolen and 

Today, smart cards and other compact 
storage is more likely to be stolen with 
your camera, so having the right gear 
is more important than ever before. 
Pacsafe’s® new anti-theft camera gear 
will help you remember your adventure 
for all the right reasons.

outsmart thieves, 
strap slashers & bag snatchers

outsmart thieves, 
strap slashers & bag snatchers
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camsafe venture™
 V8

This compact, adventure camera shoulder bag not only protects 
your camera from the rigours of travel, but also works hard to prevent 
valuable equipment and memories from disappearing in the blink of an 
eye. The secure boomerang handle provides fast top access to your 
camera so you never miss that picture perfect moment!

anti-theft  
camera shoulder bag

camsafe venture™
 V12

A unique camera sling bag that doesn’t scream out ‘camera bag.’ The 
large main zippered compartment gives you plenty of room for extra 
travel gear like a sweater / jacket, guidebook, wallet and iPad® / tablet 
and if that’s not enough, the zippered expansion compartment offers 
15% more extra volume!

anti-theft  
camera sling bag

additional features

5D) with mounted lens + extra lens

with padded, modular Velcro® dividers  
 – remove to convert to 12-14L travel bag

to either end of bag allowing for space 
optimization and weight distribution

– adds 15% volume if required 
® / tablet compatible pocket

shoulder pad

anti-theft features 
® Slashguards (not in the 

expandable section) 
® strap

specifications

denier nylon 3 line ripstop, PU1000mm 
coating    

/ 21.3 x 11 x 5.9 in    
3 + 122 in3 

The new Camsafe™ Venture series has been designed for the 
photography enthusiast, traveller and semi-pro photographer 
in mind. Each one has been created to ensure you don’t look 
like a tourist, (its a camera bag that doesn't look like a camera 
bag!) The fresh design and durable fabrics stand up to rugged 

adventure trips and off the beaten track holidays, while innovative anti-theft 

looking to steal your gear and memories.    

anti-theft features 
® slashguards 

® strap

specifications

denier nylon 3 line ripstop, PU1000mm 
coating    

/ 9.4 x 12.6 x 5.3 in    
3

additional features

5D) with mounted lens + extra lens

compartment with boomerang handle
® dividers – can 

remove to convert to 8L travel bag

®/tablet compatible pocket

shoulder pad and padded carry handle

Patented in: Europe (OHIM), Denmark, 
France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, 
Switzerland and UK EP1688059. Additional 
patents pending. 

Patented in: Europe (OHIM), Denmark, 
France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, 
Switzerland and UK EP1688059. Additional 
patents pending. 

Beach Grey
Model #
PD200BG

Sunset Red
Model #
PD200SR

Black
Model #
PD200BK

Beach Grey
Model #
PD201BG

Black
Model #
PD201BK

new
item

new
item



outsmart thieves, 
strap slashers & bag snatchers

outsmart thieves, 
strap slashers & bag snatchers

camsafe venture™
 V16

Don’t miss that picture perfect moment! Designed for the active 
traveller and photographer looking to blend in, this versatile, 
convenient pack offers secure quick access to your equipment and 
total peace of mind. Simply sling the bag round and get shooting!

anti-theft 
camera slingpack

camsafe venture™
 V25

For the avid adventurer and photographer looking for a reliable, 
versatile, comfy travel partner packed with features.  While each 
of the 5 anti-theft security features protect your gear from thieves, 
each additional feature has been thought out and designed to make 
travelling and photo taking easy, accessible and practical. 

anti-theft  
camera backpack

additional features

5D) with mounted lens +  1-2 extra lens

with padded, modular Velcro® dividers

for jacket and/or travel items – draw string 
inner divider opens to transform into one 
large 25L compartment 

easy one shoulder “sling and shoot” camera 
access

for full view access to additional lenses/
camera gear

15.4” MacBook or 3L hydration bladder 
(with hydration port)

for water bottle or tripod

straps & carry handle

sternum strap 

anti-theft features 
® slashguards 

® strap

specifications

denier nylon 3 line ripstop, PU1000mm 
coating    

/ 11.8 x 20.1 x 8.7 in   
3 

anti-theft features 
® slashguards 

® strap

specifications

denier nylon 3 line ripstop, PU1000mm 
coating    

/ 10 x 18.1 x 7.9 in
3

additional features

5D) with mounted lens + extra  lens

with  padded, modular Velcro® dividers

for jacket and/or travel items – draw string 
inner divider opens to transform into one 
large 16L compartment

quick and easy “sling and shoot” camera 
access

13” MacBook or 3L hydration bladder (with 
hydration port)

for water bottle or tripod

strap & carry handle

Patented in: Europe (OHIM), Denmark, 
France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, 
Switzerland and UK EP1688059. Additional 
patents pending. 

Patented in: Europe (OHIM), France, 
Netherlands and UK EP1941812 & 
EP1688059; Italy, Ireland, Denmark & 
Switzerland EP1688059; Germany: 
EP1941812 / DE6020070138620; Australia: 
2007203375.  Additional patents pending.

Beach Grey
Model #
PD202BG

Sunset Red
Model #
PD202SR

Black
Model #
PD202BK

Black
Model #
PD203BK
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Each Camsafe Venture™ bag is designed to fit any one of the below DSLRs and lenses (and everything else 
in between!): 
Cameras:

D5000 / D3000 

1100D

Nikon lens: Canon lens:

new
item

new
item

5 SMART TRAVEL
CAMERA TIPS

Outsmart gear thieves and protect your 
equipment with these easy travel tips.

1. Keep a description list of your equipment and note down 
the serial numbers

2. Permanently label your equipment. Thieves aren’t likely 

3. Carry equipment in low key bags that don’t bear 
camera brand logos 

4. Make sure your camera strap is not emblazoned with a 
camera brand logo 

5. Always lock and secure your bag even on an airplane. 

*

*source: Liz Masoner from www.about.com



outsmart thieves, 
bag snatchers & bag slashers

Identical in size to the 25L and 35L camera bag protectors, the 
“stealth” version has a built-in water resistant protective cover to help 
keep out rain, dirt and prying eyes.

pacsafe®C25L stealth

anti-theft 
camera bag protector

additional features

9.1 x 4.3 x 4.3 in

included 
 

pacsafe®C35L stealth

anti-theft features 
® locking system

specifications

stainless steel wire 

Pacsafe C25L Stealth:
3 

Pacsafe C35L Stealth:
3

outsmart thieves, 
bag snatchers & bag slashers

Similar to the original patented pacsafe® series, the camera bag 
protector is designed to secure camera bags up to either 25L and 
35L in volume. The smaller and tighter aperture specifically ensures a 
lens can’t be pulled through.

pacsafe®C25L

anti-theft 
camera bag protector

anti-theft features 
® locking system

specifications

Pacsafe C25L:
3 

Pacsafe C35L:
3 

additional features

/ 8 x 3 x 3 in)

included 

pacsafe®C35L

Patented in: USA 6,026, 662 & 6,244, 081; 
Australia 695896; Germany, Netherlands, 
Ireland and UK EP0878143. Additional 
patents pending.

Patented in: USA 6,026, 662 & 6,244, 081; 
Australia 695896; Germany, Netherlands, 
Ireland and UK EP0878143. Additional 
patents pending.
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Outsmart bag snatchers & slashers with our

360˚ eXomesh® locking system
Get the better of opportunistic thieves with our flexible, high-tensile stainless steel wire that creates a protective 
slashproof cell around your gear. Don’t worry, it’s fully adjustable and the metal reinforced locking device made 
from high-impact resistant polycarbonate means you can safely lock your equipment to a secure fixture. 

Neutral
Model #
PD100NT

Neutral
Model #
PD101NT

Black
Model #
PD102BK

Black
Model #
PD103BK

features 

® tab closure

camera insert for 
travelsafe™ 20L
& ultimatesafe™ 32L

anti-theft  
portable safe*

This camera bag insert fits perfectly 
into Pacsafe’s® portable safe and 
ultimatesafe™ backpack which is great 
for securing your expensive equipment.

ultimatesafe™ 32L & travelsafe™ 20L  

*sold separately. see pg 10 and 57 for details.

smart combination

specifications

/ 10.2 x 12 x 7.5 in  

Keep equipment protected and organised with this fully padded insert 
that can hold an SLR, zoom lens, flash and extra lens.

outsmart thieves
& strap slashers

anti-theft features 
® strap

specifications

stainless steel wire  

digisafe™
 100

Keep your digital gear safe and close to you with this lightweight, 
slashproof strap. 

anti-theft 
phone & camera strap

additional features

transfer between devices

anti-theft camera strap

anti-theft features 
® strap 

specifications

high-tensile stainless steel wire 

/ 44.5 in               

/ 30.3 in 

carrysafe™
 100

Snap safely away with this popular strap attached to your SLR. You 
can even use it on binoculars, a carrying case or even switch it over to 
your small camera bag. 

outsmart thieves
& strap slashers

additional features       

cameras and binoculars 

mechanism allows strap to be quickly 
clipped to the camera case without 
removing webbing connectors from camera 

maximum camera protection and security 

camera

Patents pending.

Black
Model #
PD040BK

Black
Model #
PD061BK

Neutral
Model #
PD080NT
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Patents pending.



RFID 
Accessories

chips and tags are all around us. They 
make the little things in life convenient 
and easy, things like automatic toll 
payments, swiping your card on public 
transport to pay to even checking out a 

installment has been into our can’t-go-
on-holiday-without items. Our passports 

keep track of our personal information, 
what we’ve spent and where we’ve 
been. Unfortunately, with improved 
accessibility and convenience, comes 
improved technology for thieves looking 
to steal your identities and access your 
bank accounts, without you even 
knowing.  Our award-winning range 

accessories stops this from being an 
issue and is designed to be just as good 
looking, as it is effective from blocking 

The new RFIDexecutive™ series is a stylish, genuine leather 

each sleek, contemporary piece to help protect your personal 
information stored on your credit cards and passport from being 
stolen by digital savvy thieves. Whether you’re headed to your 
next business meeting, impressing a date or heading off on your 
next holiday, you can relax knowing your information is safe. 
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Keep your cards organised and easy to find in this compact, leather, 
RFIDsafe™ blocking credit card holder.  

RFIDexecutive™ 25

RFID-blocking 
credit card holder

anti-theft features 

specifications

/ 3.9 x 2.8 x 0.2 in

additional features

outsmart identity thieves

This professional, slim, compact bi-fold wallet keeps your cards and 
currency organised and safe from identity thieves, thanks to the built-in  
RFIDsafe™  blocking material.  

RFIDexecutive™ 50

RFID-blocking 
compact bi-fold wallet

anti-theft features 

specifications

8.5 x 10 x 1 cm / 3.9 x 5.5 x 0.3 in 

additional features

outsmart identity thieves

Black
Model #
PE360BK

Black
Model #
PE361BK

new
item

new
item

front back



The new RFID-tec™ series is fresh, fun and perfect for summer 
travels. Whether you’re a sport enthusiast, young-at-heart or just 
looking for your next adventure, you can head out and beyond 

throw ‘em in your backpack and relax knowing your personal 
information is kept just that, personal. 
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This intuitive leather passport wallet comes with extra organisation for 
your travel cards, bank or ID cards. It makes getting through customs 
and checking in easy – you’ll have everything you need in one place!  
Better yet, it protects all your personal information from digital thieves, 
or as we like to call them, e-pickpockets who can download your 
personal information without you even knowing! 

RFIDexecutive™ 75

RFID-blocking  
passport wallet

anti-theft features 

specifications

/ 3.9 x 5.5 x 0.3 in 

additional features

outsmart identity thieves

When you need extra organisation and want to look good as well, 
check out the new RFIDexecutive™ 100. The stylish, slim bi-fold 
wallet has 7 credit card slots, extra slip pockets for receipts and divider 
to keep all your valuables organised and safe. 

RFIDexecutive™ 100

RFID-blocking 
bi-fold wallet

anti-theft features 

specifications

11 x 9.5 x 1 cm / 4.3 x 3.7 x 0.4 in 

additional features

miscellaneous items 

outsmart identity thieves

Black
Model #
PE362BK

Black
Model #
PE363BK

Outsmart identity thieves with  

RFIDsafe™ blocking material
Most passports, credit cards and ID cards now contain a RFID micro-chip. This chip contains all your personal, 
sensitive information. Identity thieves are able to access this information from up to 10ft away with the help of an 
RFID reader. Our award-winning material prevents you data from falling into the wrong hands by blocking trans-
missions from 10 MHz - 3 GHz.  

Enjoy easy access when you need it and keep your identity and 
corporate Information safe from identity thieves. It’s even been FIPS 
approved by the US government.

RFID-tec™
 25

RFID-blocking 
ID badge holder 

anti-theft features 

stored on a contactless identity card from 
unauthorised access 

specifications

 Card holder (W x H): 8 x 11 cm / 3.1 x 4.3 in
 Lanyard (length): 45 cm / 17.7 in (includes 

metal hook)

and lanyard)

additional features

outsmart identity thieves

Black
Model #
PE324BK
Liner

Shadow
Model #
PE324SH
Liner

Perfect for those carrying just the bare essentials. Designed to slip 
perfectly in your pocket, it’s a great little number to take with you site-
seeing, to the beach or out and about around town.

RFID-tec™
 50

RFID-blocking
compact bi-fold wallet

anti-theft features 

credit cards

specifications

TAFFETA 

/ 4.5 x 3.3 x 0.6 in 

additional features

outsmart identity thieves

Black
Model #
PE326BK
Liner

Shadow
Model #
PE326SH
Liner
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new
item

Certified by the United States 
Federal Government for effectively 
protecting personal information 
stored on a contactless identity 
cards from unauthorised access.

new
item



Slim and sporty, this lightweight wallet perfectly slips into your pocket.

RFID-tec™
 100

RFID-blocking 
bi-fold wallet 

anti-theft features 

credit cards

specifications

TAFFETA 

/ 5.1 x 4.3 x 0.6 in

additional features

outsmart identity thieves

This deceptively small organiser packs a lot of weight and can hold, 
organise and protect all your key travel documents from opportunistic 
RFID thieves.

RFID-tec™
 150

RFID-blocking 
compact organiser 

anti-theft features 

credit cards

specifications

TAFFETA      

11.5 x 16.5 x 1.5 cm / 4.5 x 6.5 x 0.6 in 

additional features

outsmart identity thieves

Keep  your passport safe and protected from thieves looking to steal 
your identity with this slim, durable, lightweight passport holder. Slip 
your passport into the sleeves for easy access to all your information 
and credit  cards when going through customs. 

RFID-tec™
 75

RFID-blocking
passport holder

anti-theft features 

credit cards

specifications

TAFFETA 

/ 3.9 x 5.3 x 0.6 in 

additional features

outsmart identity thieves

Black
Model #
PE327BK
Liner

Shadow
Model #
PE327SH
Liner

Black
Model #
PE320BK
Liner

Cool Steel
Model #
PE320CS
Liner

Shadow
Model #
PE320SH
Liner

Black
Model #
PE321BK
Liner

Cool Steel
Model #
PE321CS
Liner

Shadow
Model #
PE321SH
Liner

The compact, lightweight zippered organiser acts as your travelling 
personal assistant. The well-thought out design and compartments 
ensure everything has its own place making it easy to find what you 
need, when you need it. 

RFID-tec™
 175

RFID-blocking
zippered compact organiser

anti-theft features 

credit cards

specifications

TAFFETA 

11.5 x 16.5 x 1.5 cm / 4.5 x 6.5 x 0.6 in 

additional features

compartments 

outsmart identity thieves

Black
Model #
PE328BK
Liner

Shadow
Model #
PE328SH
Liner

RFID-tec™
 225

outsmart identity thieves

RFID-blocking 
ticket wallet 

Designed to fit all your travel documents, cards, boarding pass, multi 
currencies and even a SD and SIM card, you truly will have everything 
right where you need. It even zips up safely ensuring that nothing falls 
out while you’re rushing from one destination to the other. 

anti-theft features 

credit cards

specifications

TAFFETA     

12.5 x 23.5 x 1.5 cm / 4.9 x 9.3 x 0.6 in

additional features

boarding pass 

Black
Model #
PE329BK
Liner

Shadow
Model #
PE329SH
Liner

RFID-tec™
 250

outsmart identity thieves

This well-thought out, lightweight travel wallet is an ideal every day 
wallet to store cards, money and even fits a passport for when you 
travel. Different  sections are perfect for separating currencies, while 
the transparent coin pocket helps you find the right change, when you 
need it. 

RFID-blocking travel wallet 

anti-theft features 

credit cards

specifications

TAFFETA      

/ 4.5 x 7.5 x 1.0 in 

additional features

Cool Steel
Model #
PE323CS
Liner

Shadow
Model #
PE323SH
Liner
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Black
Model #
PE323BK
Liner



Grey
Model #
PE302GY

Black
Model #
PE302BK

RFID-tec™
 300

outsmart identity thieves

Keep your iPad® or tablet right where you need it, when you need 
it with this convenient, multi-functional padded sleeve. With several 
different positioning options, the sleeve changes to fit every occasion. 
The extra RFIDsafe™ top pocket on the back also gives you easy 
access and protection for your passport and credit cards, while the 
lower pocket conveniently stores cords, batteries and pens. 

RFID-blocking 
tablet sleeve 

anti-theft features 

pocket

credit cards

specifications

TAFFETA      

/ 8.1 x 10.2 x 1.0 in 

additional features

compatible with iPad2® / tablet 

different iPad2® / tablet user situations

compartments for passport, credit cards 
and phone  
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Black
Model #
PE325BK
Liner

Shadow
Model #
PE325SH
Liner

RFIDsafe™
 75

outsmart identity thieves

RFID-blocking 
neck pouch

Keep travel documents, cards and cash concealed from view with this 
secret RFID-blocking neck pouch. Lightweight and worn comfortably 
underneath clothing it keeps essentials close to you at all times.  

anti-theft features 

credit cards

specifications

13 x 17.5 x 0.75 cm / 5.1 x 6.9 x 0.3 in 

additional features

anti-odour treatment 

RFIDsafe™
 100

outsmart identity thieves

Discreet, soft, lightweight  and designed to be worn under clothing,  
the RFIDsafe™ 100 travel waist wallet, keeps your passport, credit 
cards and bank cards within easy reach whilst ensuring identity thieves 
can’t access and download all your personal information

RFID-blocking 
travel waist wallet

anti-theft features 

credit cards

specifications

TAFFETA      

/ 10.6 x 5.5 x 0.3 in 

additional features

odour treatment 

outsmart identity thieves

anti-theft features 

credit cards

specifications

 (W x H x D): 17.3 x 11.5 x 1 cm  
/ 6.8 x 4.5 x 0.4 in

RFIDsafe™
 50

With technology increasing so too does the risk of identity theft. 
Protect personal information stored on the RFID chip on your passport 
or credit card with our state-of-the-art, award-winning material that 
blocks out transmissions. It even snugly fits into all our passport 
pockets and pouches. 

RFID-blocking 
passport protector

additional features 

Grey
Model #
PE300GY

Black
Model #
PE300BK

Grey
Model #
PE301GY

Black
Model #
PE301BK
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RFID-tec   The Black Range
TM

new
item

new
item



Stop identity theft
With 11 million Americans* affected by 
identity theft every year and with the 

your credit cards and passports, identity 
theft is unfortunately set to rise.  

What is RFID identity theft? 

which can be read and downloaded by thieves without you 

away. Reduce your risk of identity theft with our award-winning 

How do I know if I’m at risk?
Your passport or bank and credit cards will have one of these 
symbols on them. 

How do thieves steal my information without me knowing? 

portable, small devices taps in radio transmissions coming from 
your bank card or passport and uploads the information from up 
to 10ft away.

What information can identity thieves access?

How it works:

to your personal information and data.

Keep your credit and bank cards safe from potential identity thieves 
and slip your credit and bank cards into the lightweight credit card 
RFID blocking sleeve. It’s so slim and light, you can still keep your 
cards in your wallet! 

RFIDsleeve™ 25

RFID-blocking  
credit sleeve

anti-theft features 

specifications

paper composition – conforms to EU, US 
(Prop 65) and International Standards

5.8 x 8.7 x 0.1 cm / 2.3 x 3.4 x 0.04 in 

additional features

included per pack 

outsmart identity thieves

Keep your passport safe from e-pickpockets and identity thieves with 
this lightweight passport protector. Simply slide your passport into 
this lightweight RFID blocking sleeve and you can relax knowing your 
information is safe. 

RFIDsleeve™ 50

RFID-blocking 
passport protector

anti-theft features 

specifications

composition – conforms to EU,US (Prop 65) 
and International Standards

13.5 x 10.5 x 0.1 cm / 5.25 x 4.1 x 0.04 in 

additional features

outsmart identity thieves

Black
Model #
PE380BK

Black
Model #
PE381BK
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Source*: https://www.javelinstrategy.com/research/Brochure-209

Outsmart thieves & bag snatchers with

dual release security buckles 
These small smart devices pack a whole lot of intelligence. This smart buckle has a dual release button in order 
to open and close it. This new opening method confuses the unsuspecting thief who won’t waste time trying 
to unfasten it. This new innovation also allows you to lock your bag to a secure fixture, be it the leg of a table or 
around a palm at a beach. 

N
/A

$

N
/A
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Model # PA000NT

The Pacsafe®

smart patented 360° eXomesh® locking system is an adjustable high-tensile stainless 

backpacks, soft-sided wheeled luggage or a duffel bag then lock it and leave it 
while you head out to meet the adventures that lay in wait.  

Outsmart thieves, bag snatchers & bag slashers with our

unique locking device
The metal reinforced locking device made from high-impact resistant polycarbonate (that’s the same laminate 
stuff used in bullet-proof glass), ensures your bag’s a deterrent not a target. 

outsmart thieves, 
bag snatchers & bag slashers

anti-theft backpack & bag protector

Model # PA001NT Model # PA002NT Model # PA003NT

specifications

/ 1342 - 3355 in3

padlock 

/ 4.7 x 5.5 x 2 in

pacsafe®55L

Perfect for small backpacks, smaller 
luggage items or those who carry just 
the bare essentials. 

specifications

/ 3355 - 5185 in3

padlock 

/ 4.7 x 6.7 x 2 in

pacsafe®85L

A multi-purpose protector for the 
dynamic adventurer who does it all 
and more. 

specifications

/ 4395 - 7320 in3

padlock 

/ 4.7 x 6.7 x 2.4 in

pacsafe®120L

Designed for larger packs and those 
headed on an extended trip. 

specifications

/ 6100 - 8540 in3

padlock

/ 4.7 x 7.5 x 2 in

pacsafe®140L

Ideal for divers, paragliders and gear 
laden adventure seekers.  

smart tip: If your sleeping bag or tent is secured to the outside of your pack, add approximately 1000 in3 / 16 L for each item to the total pack volume.

a padlock and carry pouch are included in all the above products.

anti-theft features: Smart 360º eXomesh® locking system, locks closed and locks to fixture.

Patented in: Australia 695896; Europe (OHIM): EP0878143; Germany: DE698038126 / EP878143; Ireland and Netherlands: 0878143; UK: EP(UK)0878143; USA: 6,026, 662 & 6,244, 081. 
Additional patents pending.

Travel
Accessories

Ask any seasoned traveller and they’ll 
tell you the secret to successful travel 
is all in the accessories they take. Not 
just considered ‘extra items’, travel 
accessories are essential for making a 
holiday, long adventure, short getaway, 
business trip or escape, as easy and 
as stress-free as possible. They keep 
the bare necessities like your passport, 
tickets and cards organised, in-check 

go one step further to make sure that 
those necessities are also safe, secure 
and exactly where they should be. 



outsmart thieves, 
pickpockets & bag slashers

anti-theft features 
360° eXomesh® locking system

specifications

high-tensile stainless steel wire    
 (W x H x D): 20 x 35 x 1.3 cm  

/ 7.9 x 13.8 x 0.5 in    
3 

additional features

travelsafe™
 100

Perfect for securing your small essentials and winner of the ‘Best 
Intelligence’ ILM 2009 award.

portable safe

outsmart thieves, 
pickpockets & bag slashers

anti-theft features 
360° eXomesh® locking system

specifications

stainless steel wire     
 (W x H x D): 35 x 52 x 1.3 cm  

/ 13.8 x 20.5 x 0.5 in    
3  

padlock 

additional features

travelsafe™
 12L

Keep your 15.4” MacBook, electronics, passport and more locked up 
safe and sound.

portable safe

outsmart thieves, 
pickpockets & bag slashers

anti-theft features 
360° eXomesh® locking system

specifications

stainless steel wire     
 (W x H x D): 31 x 37 x 17   

/ 12.2 x 14.6 x 6.7 in     
3 

padlock

additional features

travelsafe™
 20L

This roomy size safe can store all your valuables and even doubles up 
as a secure luggage bag.

portable safe

While you’re out and about exploring, the Travelsafe™ series’ 
portable safes will protect and look out for your valuables.  Each 
easy-to-use safe securely stores and locks down items, from 
your ipod, jewellery and passport, to your camera, laptop and 
blackberry. With its patented 360° eXomesh® locking system, you’ll 

luggage.  

Patented in: Australia 695896; Europe (OHIM): 
EP0878143; Germany: DE698038126 
/ EP878143; Ireland and Netherlands: 
0878143; UK: EP(UK)0878143; USA: 6,026, 
662 & 6,244, 081. Additional patents pending.

Patented in: Australia 695896; Europe (OHIM): 
EP0878143; Germany: DE698038126 
/ EP878143; Ireland and Netherlands: 
0878143; UK: EP(UK)0878143; USA: 6,026, 
662 & 6,244, 081. Additional patents pending.

Patented in: Australia 695896; Europe (OHIM): 
EP0878143; Germany: DE698038126 
/ EP878143; Ireland and Netherlands: 
0878143; UK: EP(UK)0878143; USA: 6,026, 
662 & 6,244, 081. Additional patents pending.
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Hotel Room 
Anti-theft Tips 

Think your gear's safe in a hotel? Think 

corridors looking for their opportunity 
to strike and hotel managers can say 
they have a hotel safe which is really 
a drawer. Be vigilant on holiday with a 
few simple tricks.

1. Duplicate keys. Take it with you even when travelling alone. 

ask for it.
2. Don’t prop open the door. Even for a second.
3. Don't leave anything in full view.  Temptation is temptation. 

Remember your laptop or iPad® could be someone else’s life 
savings. 

4. Always lock your backpack and fasten it to something solid 
or put your valuables into something that can be tied and 

5. Lock up.
possible always use a deadbolt.

Black
Model #
PE002BK

Convert your 
Travelsafe™ 20L 
into a secure 
camera safe.
See page 44.

Black
Model #
PE000BK

Black
Model #
PE001BK



Outsmart thieves and bag slashers with  

slashproof Carrysafe® straps 
Look beneath the surface and you’ll find that our adjustable Carrysafe® straps are reinforced with a lightweight, 
flexible, high-tensile stainless steel wire preventing opportunistic slashers from slicing through and making off with 
your stuff.   

outsmart thieves
& pickpockets
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anti-theft features 

specifications

15.5 x 10  x 0.75 cm / 6.1 x 3.9 x 0.3 in  

/ 24.4 - 42.1 in

additional features

treatment

coversafe™
 25

Keep your cash and cards safely on you while exploring the great 
outdoors. The soft elastic waist band also ensures comfort and   
non-slip support.

secret 
waist wallet

Coversafe™ secret series 
is designed to be worn comfortably under clothing. Slip your valuables such as travel 
documents, cash and cards into one of our breathable travel wallets and get on with 
your adventure knowing that your valuables are securely close at hand and hidden 
from view. secret travel 

waist wallet

secret
neck pouch

secret 
belt wallet

outsmart thieves, 
pickpockets & strap slashers

outsmart thieves, 
pickpockets & strap slashers
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Conceal your travel documents with this slashproof, lightweight,   
high security pouch.

coversafe™
 75

anti-theft features 
® strap

specifications

high-tensile stainless steel wire  

13 x 17.5 x 0.75 cm / 5.1 x 6.9 x 0.3 in  

additional features

2 compartments

anti-odour treatment

® flap closure

For when you can never be too careful, the travel waist wallet offers 
high levels of security.

coversafe™
 100

anti-theft features 
® strap

specifications

high-tensile stainless steel wire   

/ 10.6 x 5.5 x 0.3 in  

/ 27.6 - 44.9 in

additional features

anti-odour treatment

While you’re taking in the sites, relax knowing this loops securely on 
your belt and is hidden from view.

coversafe™
 125

anti-theft features 
® strap

specifications

high-tensile stainless steel wire    

18.5 x 13 x 0.75 cm / 7.3 x 5.1 x 0.3 in 

additional features

anti-odour treatment

passport, cash and cards 

outsmart thieves, 
pickpockets & strap slashers

Grey
Model #
PE102GY

Black
Model #
PE102BK

Grey
Model #
PE103GY

Black
Model #
PE103BK

Grey
Model #
PE104GY

Black
Model #
PE104BK

Black
Model #
PE105BK

Patents pending

Patents pending

Patents pending



anti-theft travel pouch

outsmart thieves, 
pickpockets & strap slashers
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anti-theft features 
® slashguards  

® strap

specifications

high-tensile stainless steel wire 

/ 4.7 x 6.7 x 1.6 in   

3 

additional features

pocket
® and buckle closure on front flap 

camera plus phone, cash, cards

pouchsafe™
 125

Keep valuable essentials out of view from threats that lay in wait.

Patented in: Europe (OHIM), Denmark, 
France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, 
Switzerland and UK EP1688059. Additional 
patents pending. 

anti-theft 
compact organiser

outsmart thieves, 
pickpockets & strap slashers

Compact and well thought out, this organiser saves space and time.

pouchsafe™
 150

anti-theft features 
® strap

specifications

high-tensile stainless steel wire  

/ 4.7 x 6.25 x 0.8 in  

additional features

compartments

Mocha
Model #
PE123MO

Black
Model #
PE123BK

Neutral Grey
Model #
PE123GY

Ask any seasoned traveller and they’ll tell you about the hassles 
of airports, going through customs laden with bags, pushing 
through crowded markets and being shoved back and forth like 
a pinball as you get on and off trains. The Pouchsafe™ series 
with its slashproof neck strap makes life a little easier by keeping 

with getting the crowds out of your way. 

anti-theft travel pouch
pouchsafe™ 125 GII
model # PE123MO

Patents pending

Black
Model #
PE124BK
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outsmart thieves
& pickpockets

anti-theft features 

specifications

metal chain 
 (W x H x D):11.5 x 8 x 1.5 cm  

/ 4.5 x 3.1 x 0.6 in 

additional features

walletsafe™
 50

As the name says, it’s compact, light and fits snugly inside your 
pocket.

anti-theft 
compact wallet

The Walletsafe™ series offers a range of slim, contemporary 
designs to suit everyone -  from the guy who only carries the 
bare minimum and the person who needs everything organised 
to the woman who carries photos, cards and keeps receipts on 
her for months. Our security features keep your stash safe from 
threats, but not from overspending, shopping sprees or a late 
night on the town. 

outsmart thieves
& pickpockets

This popular wallet features zippered cash compartments to ensure 
everything stays right where it belongs.

walletsafe™
 100

anti-theft 
tri-fold travel wallet

anti-theft features 

specifications

metal chain

/ 4.3 x 3.5 x 1 in

additional features

separate currencies and receipts 

Patents pending.

Patents pending.
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outsmart thieves
& pickpockets

A must-have accessory for the active traveller.

walletsafe™
 300

secret arm & ankle wallet

anti-theft features 

specifications

elastic     

/ 3.1 x 5.5 x 0.8 in 

additional features

compartment

outsmart thieves
& pickpockets

The ultimate in versatile, hands-free convenience.

wristsafe™
 150

anti-theft 
wrist wallet

anti-theft features 

specifications

 Main compartment (W x H x D):   
7 x 12.5 x 2 cm / 2.75 x 5 x 0.8 in (fits wrist 
size: 23 - 34 cm / 9.1 - 13.4 in)

 Including the flap (W x H x D): 24 x 12.5 x 2  
/ 9.4 x 4.9 x 0.8 in 

additional features

pocket

Black
Model #
PE083BK

Black
Model #
PE085BK

Black
Model #
PE088BK

Black
Model #
PE022BK

outsmart thieves
& pickpockets

Great for stashing extra cash and perfect for heading through airport 
check-points.

cashsafe™

anti-theft 
travel belt wallet

anti-theft features 

specifications

additional features

passing through airport security 

Black
Model #
PE060BK



Outsmart thieves & bag slashers with 

eXomesh® slashguards
Laminated and concealed from view, the flexible stainless steel wire mesh is built into vulnerable areas of your 
gear. That way, you can still look stylish while you’re going to and from work, making your way through the 
crowds and hitting the town for a night out.  What’s more, those sneaky bag slashers won’t know what hit them 
or their box cutter. 
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outsmart thieves
& bag snatchers

anti-theft features 

secure fixture 

specifications

steel wire 
 

Dimensions (W x H x D):   
7.5  x 5.5. x 1.8 cm / 3 x 2.2 x 0.7 in  
Length: 73 cm / 28.7 in    

retractasafe™
 100

Lightweight but tough enough to secure bags, luggage, bikes, skis 
and camera equipment to a secure fixture.

anti-theft 
retractable cable lock

outsmart thieves
& bag snatchers

anti-theft features 

secure fixture

specifications

steel wire 
 

Dimensions (W x H x D): 9.5 x 6 x 2 cm   
/ 3.7 x 2.4 x 0.8 in  
Length: 90 cm / 35.4 in      

retractasafe™
 250

4 dials and a longer, thicker cable make this ideal for when you need 
extra security.

anti-theft 
retractable cable lock

outsmart thieves
& bag snatchers

anti-theft features 

secure fixture

specifications

stainless steel wire 

70 - 170 cm / 27.6 - 66.9 in 

wrapsafe™

This lightweight, heavy duty cable lock wraps tight around bags or 
luggage of any size or shape. You can even use it to secure down roof 
rack luggage, bicycles, golf bags and skis. 

anti-theft 
adjustable cable lock

outsmart thieves, 
bag snatchers & strap slashers

Keep your gear secure by adding this slashproof and snatchproof 
strap to any bag.

carrysafe®200

anti-theft 
shoulder strap  

anti-theft features 
® strap  

  

specifications

additional features
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Patents pending.

Patented in: USA 6,244,081. Additional 
patents pending.

outsmart thieves
& pickpockets

The Cashsafe™ 25 deluxe travel belt looks as good as it is smart. The 
stretch fabric pocket can secretly stash credit cards, money and even a 
smart phone or passport in our RFIDsafe™ 50!  Metal-free you can breeze 
through security at airports without ever having to remove your belt! 

cashsafe™
 25

anti-theft deluxe 
travel belt wallet

anti-theft features 

/ phone 

specifications

72 cm - 124 cm / 28.3 in - 48.8 in

additional features

passing through airport security 

® buckle 

Black
Model #
PE061BK

new
item

Smoke
Model #
PE240SM

Red
Model #
PE240RD

Smoke
Model #
PE241SM

Red
Model #
PE241RD

Black
Model #
PE142BK

Neutral
Model #
PE200NT

additional features



Outsmart thieves and pickpockets with 

smart zipper security™ 
Our concealed zipper clips make it difficult for crafty, opportunistic pickpockets to slide open your bag and steal 
your valuables. Hidden from view, they won’t even know where to begin. If they need to work something out, 
they won’t be hanging around to work out how.  

specifications

/ 1.77 x 1.0 x 0.4 in

additional features
2 Locks
3 keys 
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With increased security at airports, there are times when 
Transport Security Administration (TSA) agents need 
to check your bags before they join you on the plane. 

Unbeknownst to you, your bag will be opened and the lock protecting your gear 
can be broken rendering it useless when you arrive at your destination. Thankfully, 
our Travel Sentry®

open and relock your bag using codes and secured tools. 

prosafe™
 620

TSA accepted  
luggage 
locks

TSA accepted 
lock with   
pop-up display

TSA accepted 
combination  
padlock 

prosafe™
 650

     opened
     by TSA

not opened
    by TSA

anti-theft features 

has been opened by TSA agents during 
inspection 

specifications

/ 1 x 2.2 x 0.6 in 

additional features

prosafe™
 700

anti-theft features 

specifications

 (W x H x D): 3.4 x 6.4 x 1.9 cm 
/ 1.3 x 2.5 x 0.7 in

additional features

prosafe™
 800

TSA accepted    
3-dial cable lock
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prosafe™
 750

TSA accepted   
key-card lock

prosafe™
 750

TSA accepted     
key-card lock (2 pack)

anti-theft features 

specifications

 (W x H x D):  
2.9 x 7 x 1 cm / 1.1 x 2.8 x 0.4 in 

additional features

anti-theft features 

cable 

specifications

 (W x H x D):  
3.3 x 8 x 1 cm / 1.3 x 3.1 x 0.4 in 

additional features

anti-theft features 

specifications

 (W x H x D):   
2.9 x 7 x 1 cm / 1.1 x 2.8 x 0.4 in 

additional features

Black
Model #
PE272BK

Black
Model #
PE261BK

Red
Model #
PE262RD

Black
Model #
PE262BK

Black
Model #
PE270BK

Black
Model #
PE271BK

Steel
Model #
PE263SL
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prosafe™
 1000

TSA accepted    
combination lock

anti-theft features 

specifications

 (W x H x D):  
7.5 x 3.4 x 2.0 cm / 3.0 x 1.3 x 0.8 in

additional features

outsmart thieves
& pickpockets

strapsafe™
 100

TSA accepted  
luggage strap

anti-theft features 

strap cannot be loosened when locked

specifications

Baggage Constrictor™ technology means sticky fingers won’t be 
able to loosen it once you’ve locked it up. TSA agents can also safely 
check your luggage while the display window will let you know if they 
have. 

outsmart thieves
& pickpockets

anti-theft features 

backpacks & bags  

specifications

side adjustable side-release buckles    

additional features

TSA padlocks per pack 

when locked

bucklesafe™
 100

This handy device makes it possible to lock side release buckles on 
your top loading backpack or bag. 

Backpack buckle lock  
with TSA accepted lock

Red
Model #
PE273RD

Black
Model #
PE273BK

Black
Model #
PE280BK

Yellow
Model #
PE180YB

additional features

TSA or HRSC agent

luggage



Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

Dual release 
security buckle 

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

toursafe™ 25 (63)
Model # PF401ST
Colours: Steel Blue, 
Black, Brick Red
Page number: 7

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

anti-theft features summary

adventure travel
toursafe™ 21 (55)
Model # PF400BR
Colours: Brick Red, 
Black, Steel Blue
Page number: 7

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

ultimatesafe™ 22L
Model # PA101IR
Colours: Iron
Page number: 10

360° eXomesh® 

locking system
eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

venturesafe™ 100 GII
Model # PA030BG
Colours: Beach Grey, 
Black, Sunset Red
Page number: 11

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

venturesafe™ 150 GII
Model # PA031SR
Colours: Sunset Red, 
Beach Grey, Black
Page number: 11

360° eXomesh® 

locking system
eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

venturesafe™ 15L GII
Model # PA035SR
Colours: Sunset Red, 
Black, Ocean Blue 
Page number: 13

360° eXomesh® 

locking system
eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

venturesafe™ 25L GII
Model # PA036OB
Colours: Ocean Blue, Black
Page number: 13

360° eXomesh® 

locking system
eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

venturesafe™ 32L GII
Model # PA037BK
Colours: Black
Page number: 14

360° eXomesh® 

locking system
eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

venturesafe™ 200 GII
Model # PA032SR
Colours: Sunset Red,  
Beach Grey, Black,  
Ocean Blue 
Page number: 12

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

toursafe™ 29 (75)
Model # PF402BK
Colours: Black,  
Brick Red, Steel Blue
Page number: 8

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

ultimatesafe™ 32L
Model # PA100IR
Colours: Iron
Page number: 10

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

venturesafe™ 300 GII
Model # PA033BG
Colours: Beach Grey, 
Black, Ocean Blue
Page number: 12

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

venturesafe™ 350 GII
Model # PA034SR
Colours: Ocean Blue,  
Black, Sunset Red
Page number: 12

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

metrosafe™ 50 GII
Model # PB010MD
Colours: Black, Jungle 
Green, Midnight Blue
Page number: 18

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

urban & leisure travel
Z-28
Model # PB160BK
Colours: Black 
Page number: 16

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

metrosafe™ 150 GII
Model # PB016JG
Colours: Jungle Green, 
Black, Midnight Blue
Page number: 19

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

metrosafe™ 100 GII
Model # PB011JG
Colours: Jungle Green, 
Black, Cool Steel, 
Midnight Blue
Page number: 18

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Dual release 
security buckle 

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ Smart flap hook 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

metrosafe™ 200 GII
Model # PB012MD
Colours: Midnight Blue, 
Black, Jungle Green
Page number: 19

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

metrosafe™ 250 GII
Model # PB013BK
Colours: Black, Jungle 
Green, Midnight Blue
Page number: 19

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

slingsafe™ 300 GII
Model # PB127BK
Colours: Black, Berry, 
Cypress, Electric Yellow, 
Flame Orange, Sky Blue
Page number: 28

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

slingsafe™ 250 GII
Model # PB126FO
Colours: Flame Orange, 
Berry, Black, Cypress, 
Electric Yellow, Sky Blue
Page number: 27

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

slingsafe™ 200 GII
Model # PB128EY
Colours: Electric Yellow, 
Berry, Black, Cypress, 
Flame Orange, Sky Blue
Page number: 27

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

women's travel
slingsafe™ 75 GII
Model # PB124CY
Colours: Cypress, Berry, 
Black, Sky Blue
Page number: 26

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

slingsafe™ 100 GII
Model # PB125EY
Colours: Electric Yellow, 
Berry, Black, Cypress, 
Flame Orange, Sky Blue
Page number: 26

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

stashsafe™ 200 GII
Model # PB025BK
Colours: Black
Page number: 24

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe™ strap

stashsafe™ 100 GII
Model # PB024MD
Colours: Midnight Blue, 
Black, Cool Steel, 
Jungle Green
Page number: 24

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe™ strap

metrosafe™ 350 GII
the tweed collection

Model # PB015TD
Colours: Tweed
Page number: 23

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

metrosafe™ 200 GII
the tweed collection

Model # PB012TD
Colours: Tweed
Page number: 22

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

metrosafe™ 250 GII
the tweed collection

Model # PB013TD
Colours: Tweed
Page number: 23

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

urban & leisure travel cont.

slingsafe™ 150 GII
Model # PB129BY
Colours: Berry, Black, 
Cypress, Electric Yellow, 
Flame Orange
Page number: 27

360° eXomesh® 

locking system
eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

metrosafe™ 300 GII
Model # PB014BK
Colours: Black
Page number: 20

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

metrosafe™ 275 GII
Model # PB017MD
Colours: Midnight Blue,
Black 
Page number: 20

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

metrosafe™ 150 GII
the tweed collection

Model # PB016TD
Colours: Tweed
Page number: 22

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

metrosafe™ 350 GII
Model # PB015JG
Colours: Jungle Green, 
Black
Page number: 20

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

eXomesh® 
slashguards

anti-theft features summary

RFIDsafe™ 



Smart zipper 
security™
Dual release 
security buckle

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

citysafe™ 200 GII
the herringbone collection

Model # PB145HB
Colours: Herringbone
Page number: 38

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

citysafe™ 175 GII
the herringbone collection

Model # PB148HB
Colours: Herringbone
Page number: 38

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

citysafe™ 350 GII
the herringbone collection

Model # PB146HB
Colours: Herringbone
Page number: 38

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

Dual release 
security buckle 

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

citysafe™ 100 GII
the herringbone collection

Model # PB144HB
Colours: Herringbone
Page number: 37

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

Dual release 
security buckle 

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

citysafe™ 75 GII
the herringbone collection

Model # PB143HB
Colours: Herringbone
Page number: 37

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

digisafe™ 100
Model # PD080NT
Colours: Neutral
Page number: 44

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

carrysafe®100
Model # PD061BK
Colours: Black
Page number: 44

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

Dual release 
security buckle 

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

Dual release 
security buckle 

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

Dual release 
security buckle 

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

Dual release 
security buckle 

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

Dual release 
security buckle 

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

slingsafe™ 200 GII
the metallic collection

Model # PB128ME
Colours: Metallic
Page number: 31

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

slingsafe™ 100 GII
the metallic collection

Model # PB125ME
Colours: Metallic
Page number: 30

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

slingsafe™ 250 GII
the metallic collection

Model # PB126ME
Colours: Metallic
Page number: 31

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

slingsafe™ 75 GII
the metallic collection

Model # PB124ME
Colours: Metallic
Page number: 30

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

slingsafe™ 150 GII
the metallic collection

Model # PB129ME
Colours: Metallic
Page number: 31

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

slingsafe™ 400 GII
Model # PB130CY
Colours: Cypress, Berry, 
Black, Electric Yellow, 
Flaming Orange
Page number: 28

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

citysafe™ 75 GII
Model # PB143CR
Colours: Crimson 
Red, Black, Midnight 
Blue, Plum, Walnut 
Page number: 33

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

citysafe™ 100 GII
Model # PB144WA
Colours: Walnut, Black, 
Crimson Red, Midnight 
Blue, Plum
Page number: 34

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

citysafe™ 350 GII
Model # PB146PM
Colours: Plum, 
Black, Crimson Red, 
Midnight Blue, Walnut
Page number: 35

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

citysafe™ 400 GII
Model # PB147WA
Colours: Walnut, Black, 
Midnight Blue, Plum
Page number: 35 

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

women's travel cont.

citysafe™ 200 GII
Model # PB145BK
Colours: Crimson Red, 
Black, Midnight Blue, 
Plum, Walnut
Page number: 34

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

citysafe™ 175 GII
Model # PB148MD
Colours: Midnight Blue, 
Black, Crimson Red, 
Plum, Walnut
Page number: 34

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

anti-theft features summary

Dual release 
security buckle™

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Dual release 
security buckle™

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

pacsafe®C25L
Model # PD100NT
Colours: Neutral
Page number: 43

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

pacsafe®C35L
Model # PD101NT
Colours: Neutral
Page number: 43

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

pacsafe®C25L 
stealth
Model # PD102BK
Colours: Black
Page number: 43

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

pacsafe®C35L 
stealth
Model # PD103BK
Colours: Black
Page number: 43

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

camera insert
Model # PD040BK
Colours: Black
Page number: 44

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

Dual release 
security buckle™

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

Dual release 
security buckle™

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Dual release 
security buckle™

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Dual release 
security buckle  

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

camsafe venture™ V8
Model # PD200SR
Colours: Sunset Red, 
Beach Grey, Black
Page number: 40

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

camsafe venture™ V12
Model # PD201BG
Colours: Beach Grey,
Black
Page number: 40

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

RFIDexecutive™ 75
Model # PE362BK
Colours: Black 
Page number: 47

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

RFIDexecutive™ 100
Model # PE63BK
Colours: Black 
Page number: 47

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

RFID-tec™ 25
Model # PE324SH
Colours: Shadow, Black
Page number: 48

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

RFID-tec™ 50
Model # PE326BK
Colours: Black, Shadow
Page number: 48

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Dual release 
security buckle

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe™ strap

camera travel

RFIDexecutive™ 25
Model # PE360BK
Colours: Black 
Page number: 46

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

RFIDexecutive™ 50
Model # PE361BK
Colours: Black
Page number: 46

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

RFID accessories

camsafe venture™ V16
Model # PD202SR
Colours: Sunset Red, 
Beach Grey, Black
Page number: 41

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

camsafe venture™ V25
Model # PD203BK
Colours: Black
Page number: 41

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

anti-theft features summary



Dual release 
security buckle

Dual release 
security buckle

Dual release 
security buckle

Dual release 
security buckle

Dual release 
security buckle

Dual release 
security buckle

Dual release 
security buckle

Dual release 
security buckle

Dual release 
security buckle

Dual release 
security buckle

Dual release 
security buckle

Smart zipper 
security™

coversafe™ 75
Model # PE103GY
Colours: Grey, Black
Page number: 60

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

coversafe™ 100
Model # PE104BK
Colours: Black, Grey
Page number: 60

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

RFID-tec™ 100
Model # PE320SH
Colours: Shadow, Black, 
Cool Steel
Page number: 49

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

RFID-tec™ 75
Model # PE327BK
Colours: Black, Shadow
Page number: 49

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

travelsafe™ 20L
Model # PE002BK
Colours: Black
Page number: 57

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

coversafe™ 25
Model # PE102BK
Colours: Black, Grey
Page number: 59

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

pacsafe®55L
Model # PA000NT
Colours: Neutral
Page number: 56

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Smart flap hook RFID blocking Smart flap hook RFID blocking 

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

RFIDsafe™ 75
Model # PE301GY
Colours: Grey, Black
Page number: 52

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

RFIDsafe™ 50
Model # PE300BK
Colours: Black, Grey 
Page number: 52

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

RFIDsafe™ 100
Model # PE302BK
Colours: Black, Grey
Page number: 52

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

RFID-tec™ 250
Model # PE323CS
Colours: Cool Steel, 
Black, Shadow
Page number: 50

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

RFID-tec™ 225
Model # PE329BK
Colours: Black, Shadow
Page number: 50

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

RFID-tec™ 300
Model # PE325SH
Colours: Shadow, Black
Page number: 51

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

RFIDsleeve™ 25
Model # PE380BK
Colours: Black
Page number: 53

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

RFIDsleeve™ 50
Model # PE381BK
Colours: Black
Page number: 53

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

travel accessories
pacsafe®85L
Model # PA001NT
Colours: Neutral
Page number: 56

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

pacsafe®120L
Model # PA002NT
Colours: Neutral
Page number: 56

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

pacsafe®140L
Model # PA003NT
Colours: Neutral
Page number: 56

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

travelsafe™ 100
Model # PE000BK
Colours: Black
Page number: 57

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

travelsafe™ 12L
Model # PE001BK
Colours: Black
Page number: 57

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

RFID accessories cont.

anti-theft features summary

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Dual release 
security buckle

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 

cashsafe™ 
Model # PE060BK
Colours: Black
Page number: 64

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

wristsafe™ 150
Model # PE022BK
Colours: Black
Page number: 64

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

cashsafe™ 25 
Model # PE061BK
Colours: Black
Page number: 65

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

walletsafe™ 300
Model # PE088BK
Colours: Black
Page number: 64

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

walletsafe™ 50
Model # PE083BK
Colours: Black
Page number: 63

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

walletsafe™ 100
Model # PE085BK
Colours: Black
Page number: 63

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

retractasafe™ 100
Model # PE240RD
Colours: Red, Smoke
Page number: 65

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

retractasafe™ 250
Model # PE241SM
Colours: Smoke, Red
Page number: 65

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

wrapsafe™ 
Model # PE200NT
Colours: Neutral
Page number: 66

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

carrysafe®200
Model # PE142BK
Colours: Black
Page number: 66

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

coversafe™ 125
Model # PE105BK
Colours: Black
Page number: 60

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

pouchsafe™ 125
Model # PE123MO
Colours: Mocha, 
Black, Neutral Grey
Page number: 61

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

pouchsafe™ 150
Model # PE124BK
Colours: Black
Page number: 61

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

travel accessories cont.

anti-theft features summary

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip™ 

RFID-tec™ 175
Model # PE328BK
Colours: Black, Shadow
Page number: 50

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

RFID-tec™ 150
Model # PE321CS
Colours: Cool Steel, 
Black, Shadow
Page number: 49

360° eXomesh® 
locking system

eXomesh® 
slashguards

Smart zipper 
security™

Turn & lock 
security hook™

Locks closed & 
locks to fixture

Slashproof 
Carrysafe® strap

Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ Smart flap hook RFIDsafe™ 



Metallic (ME)

travel accessories cont.

anti-theft features summary

prosafe™ 650
Model # PE261BK
Colours: Black
Page number: 67

prosafe™ 800
Model # PE263SL
Colours: Steel
Page number: 68

prosafe™ 750
Model # PE270BK
Colours: Black
Page number: 68

prosafe™ 700
Model # PE262BK
Colours: Black, Red
Page number: 67

bucklesafe™ 100
Model # PE280BK
Colours: Black
Page number: 69

prosafe™ 1000
Model # PE273BK
Colours: Red, Black
Page number: 69

prosafe™ 620
Model # PE272BK
Colours: Black
Page number: 67

prosafe™ 750
Model # PE271BK
Colours: Black
Page number: 68

strapsafe™ 100
Model # PE180YB
Colours: Yellow
Page number: 45

Citysafe   The Plum Collection
TM

Berry (BY)

colour summary

Black (BK) Brick Red (BD) Cool Steel (CS) Crimson Red (CR) Cypress (CY)

Electric Yellow (EY) Flaming Orange 
(FO)

Grey (GY) Iron (IR) Jungle Green (JG)

Midnight Blue (MD) Mocha (MO) Plum (PM) Red (RD) Shadow (SH) Sky Blue (SB)

Steel Blue (ST) Walnut (WA) Yellow (YB)

Beach Grey (BG)

Ocean Blue (OB)

Sunset Red (SR)

Herringbone (HB)

Tweed (TD)Smoke (SM)

we are proud to support:



pacsafe® offices

AMERICAS
Outpac Designs Inc.
PO Box 311, 
Marysville, WA 98270
Tel: (1) 360 651 7999
Fax: (1) 360 651 7311
info@pacsafe.com

GERMANY (Agent)
Bernhard Mitterhuber
Tel: (49) 0 821 906390
Fax: (49) 0 821 906399
office@OutdoorEquipment.de

For more information or to locate your nearest distributor, visit www.pacsafe.com or contact 
us at outpac@pacsafe.com

Pacsafe®, eXomesh® and Carrysafe® are registered trademarks exclusively licensed by Outpac Designs Ltd. For any licensing 
enquiries contact Outpac Designs Ltd. Copyright© 2012. Outpac Designs Ltd. All rights reserved.

distributor map

Australia      Austria      Benelux      Canada      China      Czech Republic      Denmark      France      

Finland      Germany      Hong Kong      Indonesia      Japan      Korea      Macau      Malaysia      

New Zealand      Norway      Philippines      Poland      Singapore      Spain      Sweden      

Switzerland      Taiwan      Thailand      United Kingdom      USA
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APAC
Outpac Designs Ltd.
GPO Box 11464
Hong Kong
Tel: (852) 3664 8300
Fax: (852) 2572 4466
outpac@pacsafe.com


